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ABSTRACT 
An abstract of the dissertation of John Ralph Neil for the Doctor of Philosophy in 
Systems Science: Mathematics presented May 1, 1995. 
Title: Tunnel One Generalized Satellite Knots 
In 1984, T. Kobayashi gave a classification of the genus two 3-manifolds with a non-
trivial torus decomposition. The intent of this study is to extend this classification 
to the genus two, torally bounded 3-manifolds with a separating non-trivial torus 
decomposition. These 3-manifolds are also known as the tunnel-1 generalized satellite 
knot exteriors. The main result of the study is a full decomposition of the exterior of 
a tunnel-1 satellite knot in an arbitrary 3-manifold. 
Several corollaries are drawn from this classification. First, Schubert's 1953 results 
regarding the existence and uniqueness of a core component for satellite knots in the 
3-sphere is extended to tunnel-1 satellite knots in arbitrary 3-manifolds. Second, 
Morimoto and Sakuma's 1991 classification of tunnel-1 satellite knots in the 3-sphere 
is extended to a classification of the tunnel-1 satellite knots in lens spaces. Finally, for 
these knot exteriors, a result of Eudave-?vIuiioz in 1994 regarding the relative position 
of tunnels and decomposing tori is recovered. 
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Introduction 
The main result ofl this study is the classification of tunl1el-1 generalized satellite 
knots. These results Ulre summarized in the main theorem of the paper. 
Theorem 12.1 Let! JI be a .'i-manifold with toral boundary such that M has (L I 
splitting of genus two I and a non-trivial toral decomposition where all decomposing I 
tori are separating, Then. by decomposing.M along all S1lch e88cntial tori into simple: 
or Seifert fibered cpmponents, then either 
1. M is obtained from MI E D(2) and .1/2 E F/\ where the regular fibre of JII 
is glued to a, meridian loop of M2 . Moreover, if I1h is not simple, then M'2 I 
decomposes into two components. JI~ E .-1(1) and JI~' E Jh, where the regula1' I 
fib7'e of i1I~ is glued to a meridian loop of M~' and the other meridi(ln loop is I 
glued to the regul'm' fibre of MI . 
2. M is obtained fr:om 11f1 E ..1(1) and JI2 E Lli where the regular fiqre of JII 
is glued to the ni:cT'iriian loop of JI'2' JIo7'eover. if M2 is not simple. then JI'2 ' 
decomposes into two components. JI~ E D(2) and JI.7 E Jh, where the regular' 
fibre of M~ i,~ glued to a meridian loop of M~' !lnd the other mel'idia;n loop of I 
M~' is glued (.0 the regular fibre of JII • 
.'i. M is obtained from JII E ..1(2) and M'2 E Jh; where the regular fibre of JII is I 
glued to (l meridian loop of M'2' 
4. i\I is obtainwl fl'01H "'II E Jlii(n) (n = 0,1) and JI'2 E Jh· where the n;g71lm' 
fibre of JII i.'i glued to the meridian loop of JI'2' 
This theorem. Its proof. and s('\'pral important corollaries all appear in Chaptc'r 
12. The proof of \:he Blain theorem draws primarily on matl'l'ial in Chapters G, 8, I 
iv 
9, 10, and 11. Chapters 1, 2, 3, 5, and 7 recall some basic results in 3-manifold 
topology. Chapter 4 relates 3-manifold topology to systems science. Chapter 13 
contains concluding remarks and several open questions. 
There are many which need to be acknowledged with regard to the preparation 
of this dissertation. First and foremost. I thank my wife and family for the support 
I have received as I have progressed to this point in my education. Additionally, I 
thank my dissertation advisor, Dr. Steve Bleiler. for his many long hours devoted to 
my edification. I thank the members of my dissertation committee for their helpful 
comments. 
Chapter 1 
Fundamental issues in topology 
and algebra 
1 
One of the IIlost ancient of mathematical disciplines is geometry. The ancient 
Greek IIlat hematicians strove to understand the world around them by the propertif's 
of the basic shapes they ouserved. Remarkably, maIlY of the issues which faced 
mathematicians such as Euclid and Pythagoras are "cry similar to those faced by 
modern mathematicians. 
In the 18th century, certain geometric properties wpre discovered which appeared 
to be true for certain t.vpes of figures regardless of how the figure was stretched. 
Among these was an integer which has come to be cailed the Euler characteristic. 
Leonhardt Euler found t hat if we take a p()l~·hedron and add the nl1mber of faces 
to the number of wrtexes, it always equals two more t helll the numlwr of t'dges. 
This turns out to he true regardless of the number of faces required to construct the 
polyhedron. For example. ill the cube there are six facC's. eight wrtexes, and twd\'(' 
C'dges (see Fignre 1.1). and in the t('trahedron or pyramid therc~ are fonr fac('s. four 
vertexes, and six edges. 
Thus was uorn the field of topology. In the stud~' of topology, we look at the 
geometry of spaces where shape is flexible. This is in sharp contrast to the field of 
classical Euclidean geometry where shape is rigid. This flexibility of shape provid(ls 
both benefit and cost. :\8 a beneficial aspect of this lack of rigidit~·. if a particular 
shape doesn' t look exactly the way we want it to. we have the freedom to str('tch it 
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(a) A unit cube (b) A tetrahedron 
Figure 1.1: Two spaces with the same Euler dmracteristic 
until it does look like something we can work with. As a potcntial problem, topologists 
make uo distinction betwcen circles and squares, for example, since any square can 
be stretchcd until it's round. In addition, concepts like volume, arca. and perimeter, 
since we can stretch shapes almost arbitrarily, arc not quantities which are usually of 
interest. 
What we look for in topology arc methods of distinguishing spaces which are not 
dependent all a rigid structure. For example, wc might trace a loop in the space, as 
if we had thrown Ollt a fishing line, caught the end and pulled it taut. If the linc 
catches on somcthing, we regard this as significant. We rdcr 1.0 a loop of this kind 
as an essential loop. This kind of technique allows us to distinguish different types of 
surfaccs. For example, no mattcr how we throw out a loop around a sphere, we can 
always pull it back. Then' isn't anything on the surface of a sphere OIl which the line 
will catch. How(~\'er. if we draw cC'rtain loops on a torus. which is what topologists 
call the surface of a donut, we find that there are certaill loops wC' cannot pull back 
(see Figure 1.2). 
If we start with the origillal essclltial loop we fOUlld, we call constl'llct Illultiplcs 
of this loop by going aroulld it more thall once. If we ha\'e more than Olle esselltial 
loop, we can construct a product bet\\'pell them by first going around one of thc loops 
alld thell around thc othcr. This gives us an algebraic structure ill the spacl' hased 
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(a) Sphere (b) Torus (with t.wo pssentialloops) 
Figure 1.2: Two distinct topological surfaces 
on the essential loops it contalns. ][n the above torus, we see that there are t,,,o 
essential loops which wcmight consid.er fundamental. All other loops we might place 
on the torus will be prod ucts of multiples of these two loops. This gives us important 
information about the group structure of loops in the torus. This algebraic structure 
is referred to as the fundament1tl grollp of the space. 
vVe refer to a copneclted space where pvery loop pulls hack as being simply COIl-
nected. The sphere above is simply connected. Every loop we lay down on the sphere 
can be contracted to a point. This nJieans that the fundamental grollp of the sphere 
is trivial. That is. tl\Cre are no (1sscntial loops from which \\'e can construct products. 
:-\ closely related concept to the idea of a spare being simply ('Ollllectcd is that of 
a space iwing contractible. \Ve say that one space is contractible as it sits in soqle 
larger space if it call. be collaps(ld down to a point in the larger space. Thus, we can 
refer to inessential lqops as i>ping contJraetible since these arc the loops which collap~(' 
down to a point witham Isnaggi11g on I anything in the space. 
A particular typc~ of space which lopologists oftcn study is calbl a manifold. :\ 
manifold is a space whew evrry point lin thc space has a small area around it which is 
topologicall~r ('quivalent tn some standard Euclidean space. W(' identify the dimension 
of the manifold h~r t.\lC dimensiop of these small pieces of the mClllifold. For example. 
a ollc-diIllcnsiollai Irlallifold lo()\~s. wilen we ('xalllill(~ small pieces of it. like a slllC'dl 
-l 
line segment. A two-dimensional manifold looks like a disk when we look at small 
pieces of it. .-\ two-dimensional manifold is, therefore, a surface of some kind. 
'vVe are going to be concerned with looking at the fundamental group of certain 
types of spaces which are called three-dimensional manifolds or 3-manifolds. .-\ 3-
manifold is a space which, when we look at small pieces of it. looks like the spaee 
around us. There may be something global about a 3-manifold, such as its fundamen-
tal group, that might let us distinguish it from other 3-manifolds. but all 3-manifolds 
look alike locally. An example of a 3-manifold with boundary is a cannonball whose 
edge would be the sphere depicted in Figure 1.2. 
A classieal result ofWhitne~' shows that a1l3-manifolds can be cmbedded in se\'en-
dimensional space. The 3-mauifolds we will stud~' are those which eontain all their 
limit points and, in se\'en dimensional space. are bounded. \Ve will n{er to these 
types of spaees as closed 3-manifolds. If our 3-manifold has a boundary, we will 1'('1'('1' 
to it as a closed 3-manifold with boundary. 
The primary algebraic issue we will attempt to deal with is the minimum number 
of fundamental loops required to generate all of the group. We rPt'er to this number 
as the rank of the group. This is a well-known quantity in algebra. We will be looking 
at what this algebraic quantity tells us about the geometry of the spacC'. 
As a geometric questiou, we will 1)(' looking at a geul'ralization of the abo\'(! idea of 
esscntialloops. \V(' regarded a loop as being essential if ,,'C' couldn't pull it all the wa,\' 
back. In this manner, the essential loop told us something about the nat1ll'e of tlw 
space it li"ed in. Likewise, when Olll' space is of higher dimension. we can place the 
loop in a surface, like a torus, and see if it can be pulled back in the larg('r manifold. 
If the essential loops in the slll'face are also (lssential loops in t he manifold it l'('sid('s 
in, the s\ll'face gives us important information about the natme of the larger manifold 
it resides in. We regard this s\ll'face as essential in the larger manifold. 
In the case of a t Ol'llS. since we have found that t here are two fundamental loops 
which do not pull back. w(~ would regard a tOl'llS in a manifold to he essential if an 
arbitrary product of powers of those two loops ill the torllS cannot be pulled back 
through the manifold. We can see in the above piet\ll'e of a toms that while both of 
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Figure 1.3: .-\ cannonball with a knotted hole drilled out 
the loops indicated give ('ssential information about the torus, if We' put the torus in 
the three dimensional space which (~xists all around us. bot h of t hes(' loops ("lt1l 1)(' 
pulled back through space. On the other hand. if \\,p take our cannonball and drill out 
a knotted hole (as in Figure 1.3), we obtain a 3-manifold whose boundary is a toms. 
In this case, the boundary of the 3-manifold gin's us essential information about the 
3-1I1anifold. This is an example of an essential torus. 
In all of the above examples, the loops which we placl'd in the manifold \\'pre tume. 
That is, we can take each loop and thicken it as it sits ill t he manifold uutil we hav!' 
a fattcned up version of it. In this lllannCr, we can take a loop which is a zero-width 
mathematical construction and r('prcscnt it with a rope. This process is referred to 
as taking a regula/' nei!Jhborhood of the loop. \Yc can, in a similar fashion, take the 
!'(~gular neighborhood of any sub-manifold of a manifold. Thcw art' ('X1Ullpks of loops 
in 3-111<lnifolds which do not have this property. The following knot is an ('xamplp 
G 
Figure 1...1: A wild knot 
of this (see Fig nrc 1 A). I t is called a wild knot since it does not possess a regular 
neighborhood in any 3-manifold. 
This wild knot would be an example where we would h(l\'(~ a algebraic construct 
without an adequate geometric analogue. In this knot we continue placing smaller 
and smaller local knots until we reach a limit point. It is at this limit point where 
the knot cannot be thickened. Thus, the geometry of a manifold does not account 
for this wildness. We will construct our manifolds "ia handle structures (see Chap-
ter 3). In this case, the fundamental essential loops corne with pre-existing regular 
neighborhoods and, as such, are all tame. Thus. the question is just how faithfully 
the algebra assodated with these manifolds is represented in t he geollletr~·. 
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Ch,apter 2 
Dehn filling and 3-,manifolds 
Be£ore discussing the precise statement of the results of this research. we prespnt 
some background material and tel·minology. All spaces under consideration are as-
sumed to be compact, connected, and orientable unless specifically identified other-
\vise. 
vVe begin our look at 3-manifolds by considering the solid torus \' as D'2 x SI 
where D2 is the unit disc in the complex plane and SI is its boundary. This particular 
n,lanifoId has an infinite cyclic fundamental group with generator n~presented by the 
stmple closed curve {O} x SI. The boundary torus of the solid torus, DF = aD'2 x SI, 
has fundamental group Z EEl Z with generat(I)l's represented by II = aD2 x {l} and 
'\ = {I} X SI (see Figure 2.1). In", the curve I' bounds a disk and therefore 
r~~presents t.he trivial element in the fundamental group. The curn' ,\ is hOIllotopic 
in \' tOt the simple dosed cun'e we have chosen as It repres('ntatiYe for the generator 
of the fundamental group of \'. \Ve will refer l to II as the meridian of \' and ,\ as the 
longitude of F. 
Stel'eographic projPction shows that t he ~3-spherc. S:I, can Iw obtained by gluing 
two 3-balls, Bt and Bl, together vill a homeomorphism between their boundaries (slle 
Figure 2.2). From this, we identify one of the 3-balls as ('ontaining the origin and 
the other containing the point at infinity. This will be a useful distinction to make 
at> it allows us to distinguish the inside of dosed surfaces in S:I frolll the out8itie. 
:\lexltnder [1] demonstrated that the 3-sphere is obtained by any homeomorphism uf 
tIle boundaries in a technique now known as Ithe AleJ;(17l1ier trick. 
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Figure 2.1: The solid torus V 
h 
Figure 2.2: The decomposition of S:l into two B:l,s 
Let II, be the homeomorphism between oBI and aB2 described above. Then by 
removing a regular Iwighborhood. of the z-axis in BI and attaching it via h to B2 , we 
are left with two solid tori, VI an(ll V2 . To reconstruct S3 from these two solid tori Yin 
the homeomorphism of the resulting tori induced by Il, we must glue the meridian of 
V2 to the longitude of 1'1 and tllCllongitude of l~ to the meridian of Fl. 
As mentioned above, Alexander showed that no matter how t.wo 3-ba11s are glued 
together, one obtains S3. However, by varying the homeomorphism attaching two 
solid tori together, W0 can obtain ~l-manifolds which are distinct from S:l. For example, 
taking two solid tori gnd gluing them together via a homeomorphism which attaches 
the meridian of one solid torus to the meridian of the other as in Figun~ 2.3 is a 
3-manifold. JI, with some interesting characteristics. The Alexander trick also shows 
that any pmbedding of S2 in S:l hounds a 3-ba11 on at least one side. From this we 
can conclude that every 2-sphere;in the 3-spherc is contractible. In ",I, the meridian 
of VI bounds a disk in VI, and the meridian of V! bounds a disk in \'2, and the gluing 
homeomorphism glues these two disks along their boundaries forming a 2-sphere. 
However, in this comitruction, there is no 3-1)(111 on either side of the 2-sphere. This 
is easy to see as ncit\wr disk scparates its respecti\'(~ solid tori. Hence, this 2-sphere 
does not separate in the 3-manifold. Thus, we have a manifold which is fundamentally 
different than S:l, in this case S'2 x S'I. 
We need to determine those t:ielf-homeolllurphisms of the torus which yield the 
sallle manifold when used to attach a solid torus. To do this, wc first ciecomposp it 
solid torus \T into a 3-,·ba11 B:1 and a hockey ]Jllck, D'2 x I. where l" = B:lU/J~xi)[ D'2 X [. 
Let T be the toral boundary of the 3-manifold to which "'p are gluing the solid torus 
and consider the atta~hing of the !'iolid toms as occurillg in t\\'o steps. First \\,p atta(,h 
the hockey puck, then the 3-1m11. Alexander's trick [1] shO\\'s that it docs not matter 
how \\'e attach the baH n:l, so the iinformation required in the attaching is contained in 
the attaching of the D'2 x I to tho tora11y bounded 3-manifold. To track the annulus. 
aD'2 x J, under the llttaching, we only need to kno\\' the simple closed ClII've ill T 
to which DD'2 x {O} Inaps. Thus, we need a method uf' parallll'tf'rizillg simple clos('d 
curves on a torus. 
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h 
Figure 2.3: The attaching of two solid tori to crpate 52 x 51 
The torus is the quotient of the real plane, ~2, by the integer lattice points. 
Each homology class of a simple dosed curve on the torus is represented by a line in 
~2 which passes through at least two of the integer lattice points. The coordinates 
through which the line passes, up to deck translation, are a multiple of the homology 
coordinates of the simple dosed curve in terms of the generators represented by tl and 
/\. Thus, any simple dosed curve on a torus can be represented by a rational number. 
For convenience, we parameterize this by tl/ /\ where, in homolog~' coordinates, II is 
the number of meridians represented by the simple closed cun'p and /\ is the number 
of longitudes represented h~' the simple dosed curY<'o Hence. this line has a rational 
slope and we can say that Il/ A is the slope of the simple dosed curY<'o 
Our construction of 5"2 x 51 via attaching solid tori togetlH'l" can be gerwralized 
in se\"(~ral ways. Our first \'ariation was put forward by Dehn in 1910 [a]. Here Wp 
vary the process by the manner in which we remove the dowel from B 1. Instead of a 
vertical hole we drill out a hole which has a knot in it. As hefore, attaching the ends of 
the dowel to B2 still results in a solid torus. However, .\1 = B1 \ {dowel} is no longer 
a solid torus ('vpn though its boundary is still a torus (sep Figun~ 2.-1). Thus \\'C can 
form a dosed 3-manifold hy identif~'ing a homeomorphism y: D\2 ~ 0'\1' Since \2 
is a sulid torus, this homeomorphism is determined by the image of a Illeridian of \ 2. 
11 
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Figure 2..1: A 3-ball with a knotted hole drilled out 
The other information we need in this case is the identification of the knotted hole we 
put in B 1. \ Ve do this by identif~'ing t he knotted arc which is the ('ore of the (/0\\'(,1 
we removed and dose it with a trivial arc in B-2 , We then haw an crnbpdding of SI 
in S:3 appearing as the COfe of the solid torus' 2 after applying the attaching map y 
ind ueed by h. 
Therefore, if we know the core of the solid torus we remove from S:! and we know 
the image of the meridian when we glue it back. we Ita\'(' a \\'{'ll-dcfincd closed 3-
manifold called the result of Dchn filling on the complement of the knot represented 
by the core of our solid torus. 
Still more generally, instead of reIlloving just one solid toms from S:l, we can 
remove several. Then, the information \\'{' need is the cores of the various solid tori 
in S:! and t he images of the meridians of these solid tori when \\,p glue them back in. 
To quantify these ideas, we need some additional terminology. 
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(a) Type 1 (b) Type 2 
\ / X X- \ \ / \ 
(c) Type 3 
Figure 2.5: The 3 basic Rcidemeister moves 
Br\3call that a link in 53 is a subset that is homeomorphic to a disjoint uni()n ofl 
circlc1:i. A. knot is thus a one component link. Two links are said to be equivalent if 
they are f1lmbiently isotopic (sec [20]). Ambient isotopy on links induces an equivalence I 
relatjpn on link diagrams which is generated by the three Reidemeister moves (seel 
Figure 2.15). That is, two diagrams are equh'alent if one can he deformed intq thel 
other via a sequence of the three Reidemeister mon's. 
:-\ framed link is a link diagram with a rational number Ii assigned to t he it h , 
component of the link. By taking the various components of a framed link as the I 
cores of tllte solid tori we arc removing from 5:1 and the framings on each component I 
as the slope of the simple closed curve to which we will glue the meridian curve when I 
gluin!~ solid tori back in. we see that a framed link is a lkscription of a closod 3-' 
manifold .. -\ fundamental theorem of Lickorish and Wallace proves that every closed. ' 
orien~,abl('! 3-manifold can be represented by some framed link (again, sec [29]). 
TlmHigh this construction technique in [27]. lise of the combinatorial stnwturl'I 
of kllpts iin 53 allowed calculation of cprtain 3-manifold inmriants which arise out I 
of ql/ilIltUIIll field theor~' in lllath(~Illatical physics. In particular. the invariants of 
3-ma,nifolds which arise under certain conditions arc amenable to calculation (see' 
Chapter LJl). 
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Handl€~ decompositions and 
Heegac~rld splittings 
The Dehn fiUing construction described in the previous chapter is unique to 3-
manifolds. While ai:1alogous techniques exist ill other dimensions, the specific issues 
involved rarely t.ranslate directly. A more genen~l construction technique which can be 
used in arbitrary dimensions is through the use ()f a handlel structure. Vife will describe 
this technique i[~ diinension three. The same principles are involved regardless of the 
dimension of th~! uniderlying handle structures. 
The basic te(~hnique in constructing handle ptructures iis to glue balls of the same 
dimension together in a manner which can be enl,lmerated. !The important information 
to track is the attaching of the various balls. This is accomplished by looking at the 
homotopy type of Iche attaching regions and classifying: it by its dimension. We 
identify a 3-ball as· a k-handle when it is structured as IBk x B 3- k with attaching 
region aBk x B 3·-k. Here is the list of handles in dimensionl 3 with their corresponding 
attaching regions (see also Figure 3.1): 
F[andle Structure 
O-handles BO x B3 
I-handles BI x B2 
2-handles B2 x BI 
3-handles B3 x BO 
AttC),ching Reglion 
aBo x HI = 0! 
aBI x B2 = {~-1, I} x B2 
aB2 x BI = 5 1,1 X I 
aB3 x BO = 5~ 
We start our construction with O-handles. Vie follow by attaching the I-handles, 
2-handles, and 3-hall1dles in sequence. 
In the case (If Hhandles, the attaching region we use I is aBI x B2, two disjoint 
No attaching regioll 
(a) O-handle 
§ attcu:.hing reglOll ,----, ~-
(c) 2-handle 
attaching 
regions 
D'2 X {-I, I} 
(b) I-handle 
attaching 
rcgion 
(d) 3-handle 
Figurc 3.1: Thc 3-dimcnsional handles with their attaching regions 
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Figlll'e 3.2: The attaching of a I-llancl!le to a O-handie 
disks. We will attach these disks to the boundaries of the O-handles with which we 
began. The manifold with boundary, which is qeattEd by attaching I-handles to 0-
handles, will appear to us as a set of 3-balls \\'itl~ handles attached (see Figure 3.2). 
This is wl\ere the description of hancilebodies C01lleSI from. W(~ can always slide the 
attaching region of any particular I-handle off ~lIly other I-handles we might have 
previously attaehed until the attaching regions of all I-handles are 011 the boundaries 
of the O-handleti with which we began. The ulliQn of all O-handles and I-handle:,>. if 
connected, is c111llpd a handlehody. The important feature of a halldlehod~' is the dos('d 
2-manifol<\ whic:h bounds the set of O-halldles and I-handles. We will be particularl~' 
interested in the genus of this slll'face. 
When we attach 2-handles to handlebodies. t/le alttaching region has mor<~ infor-
mation contained in it. The attaching region of a 2-h,lIldle is DB".! x BI = SI X f. au 
annulus. The important information to track in attCllching a 2-handle is the core of 
the annulqs. a gimple closed curve, on the boundill"Y of the handlebody. 
After attach.ing 2-handles. a closed manifold i!,) formed by filling in the remaining 
2-sphere bpuncilU"Y C0ll11)()lleuts with 3-halldl('s .. -\s the attachillg n'gion of a 3-handle 
is DB"J x BO = S"2, the AlexClllder trick [1 J shows that tlw !"(lsultiug space is unchaug(ld 
regardless of how the 3-handles are attached. 
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If we turn this picture upside-down and consider the 3-handles to be O-handles, 
then the 2-hanclles attach to 3-handles in the same manner as I-handles to O-handles. 
The set of all O-handles and I-handles form one handlebody, and the set of all 2-
handles and 3-handles form another handlebody. The boundaries of these two han-
dlebodies will be surfaces with the same genus when the resulting manifold is closed. 
The closed 3-manifold is the union of these t,,·o handlebodies where the attaching 
map is induced by the 2-handle attaching description. 
Moreover, we can also reverse the process. Instead of constructing a dosed 3-
manifold by gluing handlehodics together. ,YC begin with a closed 3-lllanifold and tI·~· 
to determine how to split the manifold into the tlnion of two handlehodies. This is 
called a Hecga(mi splitting of the 3-manifold. In a Heegaard splitting of a 3-rnanifold. 
M, we have the triple (H" fl..!., 1) where Hi is a handlebody bounded by a closed 
2-manifold of genus g, and j is a homeomorphism attaching DH, to DH2 such that 
M = H,U f H 2 • The surface which bounds Hi in JI is called a splitting surjace for M. 
We define the HeegaaTd yenus of a 3-manifold as the minimal genus of all Heegaard 
splittings of the 3-manifold. 
All closed 3-mallifolds possess a Heegaard splitting. Here is a sketch of the proof. 
It is a classical result of 3-lllanifold theory that all closed compact 3-lllanifolds are 
triangulable. Let l\ be a triangulation of a dosed 3-rnanifold J/. Take t.he second 
barycentric subdivision of 1\". I{". The dosed stars in 1\"" of t he Y!~rtices of 1\' are 
our O-handles. The closed stars in l{" of the barycenters of the 1 simplexes of I\" 
attach to 011r O-handles in the manner of I-handles. The boundar~' of the union of 
our O-handles and I-handles willlw the splitting surface for M. For 2-handles we I1S(, 
I he closed stars in 1\'" of the Imry('('nters of the 2 simplexes of I\" and for :3-handles the 
dosed stars in l{" of the bary('enters of the 3 simplexes, giving I1S the complementary 
handlebod~r. This, then. is a Heegaard splitting for the manifold. 
Chapter 4 
Applications of low-dimensional 
topology to systems theory 
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The description of the theory of knots has, to this point, depended on the fact 
that our knots are in S:I. Many of the same techniques can be applied regardless 
of what space knots live in. For example, in physics it is interesting to look at the 
behavior of knots in spaces of varying dimension and physical characteristics. 
As an application of this, in recent years there has been considerable interest in the 
quantum invariants of 3-manifolds originally proposed by Witten [33J. The invariants 
arise in several contexts in mathematical physics. This includes the original approach 
of Witten which involves t he computation of certain path integrals in quantum field 
theory (see [12J and [33]). They also arise via applications of representation theory 
in the field of quantum groups (see [19J and [28]). 
Yet another approach to these invariants via knot theory and the Kaufl"man 
bracket was givpn in [27J. In it, the invariants of certain 3-manifolds are deriwd 
from their Dehn filling descriptions. The work was based on the work of Lickor-
ish who discovered the connection between the combinatorial descriptions of these 
3-manifolds and the contexts from which they arose via physics (see [22J, [23J, [2-1], 
and [25]). 
HoweVC'r, one of the strongest usps of theoretical topology in the fields represented 
by systems science are the uses of topological techniques to stud~r non-linear systems. 
Various authors have written extensivply OIl the attempt to classify the behavior of 
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non-linear systems through knot theory. 
Back in 1983, Birman and Williams pre~;ented a ground-breaking series of articles 
on the lise of knot theory to answer outstanding questions in the field of dynamical 
systems ([2J ancI [3]). In [2], the behavior of the orbits of the Lorenz equations 
was analyzed IIsing the techniques of knot themy. Several types of equations \vere 
classified by the knot type of their orbits via topological techniques. In the second 
of their two articles, Birman and WilliamiS [3J I presented yet another classification 
scheme whereby knot theory cOllld contrib\lte to the IInderstanding of the orbits of 
solutions to dynamical systems. 
In 1985, a series of articles on utilizing 1,:!lOt theory invariants to dassify orbits in 
suspensions of Smale's horseshoe began. The first of these. by Holrnes and \Villiams 
[16], dealt primarily with IIsing the corrcspqndence betwcen torus knots and bifurca-
tion sequences to add to the IInderstanding of the orbits of this system. 
In particular, Holmes and Williams const,mcted a suspension of Smale's horseshoe 
diffeomorphism of D'2 as a fiow in a 3-m<lnifold. From this suspension, a knot-holder 
is constructed so that the periodic orbits are isopotic to those in the 3-manifold. 
In particlllar, this arises in suspensions of t;he Simale horseshoe \vhich occurs in the 
Duffing equation 
. ':3-
:/: = ,1/, ,1/ = :r -.r - () ll. + ~( cos t. 
In this case the Poincare map is a diffcolIlorp/lismlof D'2. Then, using the techniqups of 
knot theory, various theorems of cxistpnce, uniqlleness. and nonexistence of Yariolls 
torus knots were obtained. In the proof qf their theorems. l-lolrnes and Williams 
showed how the information about the kqots iin a d.vnamical system can deduce 
results on the bifurcation sequences in the ureation of sequences. 
The key to what Hohnes and Williams cqntriOuted was that the knot type of p(~ri­
odic orbits cannot change in these 3-(limensionC:t1 flows. This, then, is why topological 
techniques ('an effectively describe the IInderl~'illig strllctll1'e of the attraetors in the 
system. 
In lOSG, I-Iohnes [13J (~xtellded this by increalsing the cumplexity of the knots to 
both iterated toms knots and cabled knots in general. I-lohues showed in the cas(~ 
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of iterated horseshoe knots that apprroximately half are cabled and that, among the 
cabled knots, are infinitely many nO~l-isotopic iterated torus knots. From this are 
obtained certain uniqueness results related to the cascades of period-doubling and 
period-multiplying bifurcations created by pasSiing through a family of diffeomor-
phisms. 
Holmes [15] concluded this series in 1080 with a look at extended knot families 
and bifurcation sequences. In this p<+per he attempted to classify the knot types of 
periodic orbits. It particular, he nott;s that in periodically forced nonlinear oscilla-
tors, horseshoes naturally arise. Since horseshoc$ provide a certain structure for thc 
attractors, the manner in which they 111'(' created 'as attractors in the srquences of the 
bifurcations is importaut. 
In 1087, Holrnes [14] gave au extension of this type of analysis of the periodic 
flows by studying the class of suspensions of diffaomorphisrns of the annulus as £lows 
in a particular 3-manifold, T2 xl. lie again finds several existence and uniqueness 
results with regard to certain torus 4nots and shows that certain other braids give 
rise to higher genus. In this case, he deals with the pendulum or Josephson equation 
iJ = 1',;' = - sin () + // - 151' + (3 cos t 
in which the Poincar6 map is defined on the annulus. 
In all of these cases the phase space of the sy~tem in question is a ~3-111anifold and 
the periodic orbits are embedded clmied curves .• Thus, the question to he answpred 
in describing the attractors of the dynamical system lies with the structure of knots 
and links in 3-manifolds. 
While this i:-; uot intended to be an exhausti\'c listing of the applicatioIls of knot 
theory to dynamical systems or to systems theory lin geueral, it does gi\'(~ an indication 
of the depth to which knot theory can be used in describing certain phenomena which 
occur iu other disciplines. Oue wOllld expect that as our Ilnderstandiug of dynamical 
systems increases and the systems uqder study become increasingly more complex. 
topological techniques t.o identify c(~rtain phellomena might beCOllle mol'(' pre\,alcnt. 
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Chapter 5 
Compression and boundary 
• compreSSIon 
Given an n-manifold M and a sub-manifold N, a proper embedding of N in l\I is 
a one-to-one mappin~ of N to M such that DN is also embedded in DM. If N has a 
non-empty boundary, then DAI must be non-empty in order for a proper embedding 
to be possible. If llf is closed, then N would hcwe to be closed for a proper embedding 
to be possible. Since Ollr work concerns itself with 3-manifolds. proper embeddings 
will be embeddings of surfaces (perhaps with boundary), simple dosed cmves, and 
arcs into 3-manifolds (perhaps with boundary). 
If N is a properl:v embedded surface in a 3-manifold JI, we can form a compression 
of N in M if there is an embedded disk D in M such that D n N = DD c :V when' 
DD does not bound a disk ill N. The disk D is called a compressing disk for N. One 
feature of compressing disks is that they indicate. in the homomorphism mapping 
7rJ (N) to 7rJ (.l1), a non-trivial generator of the kernel of this map. This is because 
DD docs not bound a disk in N but docs bound it disk (and is therefore trivial in the 
fundamental group) of M. 
As an exaIllph~ of a compressing disk, the properly embedded disk in Figure 5.1 is 
a compressing disk. A properl~' embedded smface which has at least one compressing 
disk in the ambient manifold is a compressible 8117jace. 
Form the 2-handle D x I c J[ where D = D x {O} and DD x [ c :Y. If DD is 
separating in N, we can compress N by D into \\\'o properly embedded smfaces b.Y 
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Figure 3.1: A compressing disk 
gluing N, = N \ (aD x 1) to D x {1} and D x { -1}. If aD is non-separating in N, wc 
can comprcss N illto a single properl~r embedded slIl'face hy gluin'g N'2= N \ (DD x J) 
to D x {1} and D x {-I}. A result from t.he classification of surfaces guarant(~es 
that the genus of the surfaces or surface after compression will lip 110 greater than t,he 
genus of N. 
For a surface N with boundary properly ('mbedded in a 3-manifold M with bouqd-
ary, there is an additional type of compression involving aJI. ~Ve again find an Cfl1-
bedded disk D in M. However, this time, half of aD is in aM' ancl half of aD is in 
the interior of N. The conditions when D is a boundary comprcs8ilW disk for N ill 
M are slightly different than those for determining whethl'r \\'(I! hav(~ a compressing 
disk. Let n = D n Nand ')' = D n aM be the two arcs which t dgetlwr comprise aD. 
Then D will be a boundary compressing disk for ~V in .II if th(!t'(~ is Ino arc Ii C {j.V 
sllch that n U fi bound a disk in .V. 
As an example of a boundary compressing disk, the (>mlwdded disw in Figure 3.2 is 
a boundary compressing disk bounded by the two arcs (\ and N. A properly l'mb(>dd~~d 
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sllrface which has at lrast one boundary compressing disk in the amblient manifold is 
a boundary compressible sll1face. 
\Ve can form a boundary compr('ssion for N whelw\'pr a bounda,ry comprpssirlg 
disk is present in a similar manner to the \\'ay in which \\'f' fOl'm:ed a compression for 
N. Form the 2-handle D x I c .II where D = D x {O}, n x I C 'X. alai rJ x I c DM. 
If n is separating in N, \\'e can form a pair of properl.'; cml)('dded surfaces by glui\ll-!; 
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DM 
Figure 5.2: A boundary compressing disk 
NI = N \ (0: X I) to D x {1} and D x { -1}. If 0 is non-separating in N, we can form 
a properly embedded surfaces by gluing N!, = .Y \ (t x I) to D x {I} and D x { -·1 }. 
Again, the classification of slll'faces guarantees that the genus of the rosulting surfaces 
or surface after boundary compression will be no greater than the genus of N. 
If N has no compressing disks in 111, then we call N incompressible. If N has 
no boundary compressing disks in JI, we call N D-incompressible. If N is both 
incompressible and boundary incompressible, we call N essential. 
The technique of compressing surfaces along disks can be extended to compressing 
a properly embedded surface N along any embedded surface F where DF c· N. 
Embed F x I where DF x leN in JI and F = F x {OJ. Then, let 11/' = M \ (F ><: I) 
and iV' = :V \ (DF x I). This technique is refPITed to as .'i1l1:qcrill,ff F from JI albnl,!; 
N. Unless otherwise stated, the slll'face w(' will Slll'ger along is D JI. 
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Chapter 6 
Essential annuli in handlebodies 
A properly embedded are n ill a surface F with boundary where the two compo-
nents of fJa lie in different components of DF is a spannin.'J arc. :\ spanning arc in an 
annulus is an e8,'jential are. Similarly, a properly embedded annulus .-1 in it 3-manifold 
AI where the two components of DA lie in different components of D111 is it spanning 
annulus. A properly embedded sub-manifold N of a 3-manifold J/ which is parallel 
to the boundary is peTipheml. What follows are primarily new proofs of some results 
which first appeared in [21]. 
Lemma 6.1 (J( obaYllshi fIJ1 j) If A is an incompressible annulus in a solid tOTUS \', 
then A is peripheml. 
Proof. Let D be it meridian disk for \ '. There are two annuli At and ..12 in D\' 
such that DA = DA t = DA2 and elF = .-1 t u ..12, Then A U Ai (i = 1,2) is a torus 
in V. Through standard disk-swapping techniques. minimize t he intersections of A. 
with D. Let n be an are in AnD. Such an arc ('xists. for otherwise smgering D 
from F would ha\'(' .-1 properl~' embedded in a 3-ball and hence compressible. Let Q 
be outermost in D. The arc n: is essential in .-1. for otherwis(~ we could reduce the 
number of intersections 01'..1 with D. Since n is outermost in D, there is an arc J in 
DD such that fJa = Dj3 and n: U (3 bounds a disk ~ c D. The disk ~ is a boundary 
compressing disk for .-1. Thus .. -1 separates \' illto two solid tori. one of which has 
meridian disk ~. Without loss of generality, we will assume that .-1 U At is the solid 
torus whose meridian is ~. Then A is parallel to At. 0 
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A properly embedded, non-peripheral disk in a 3-manifold is an essential disk. 
An essential, non-separating disk D in a handlebody V is a meridian disk. The set 
of co-cores of the I-handles are a complete system of meridian disks for F since they 
are mutually disjoint and surgering them from \" results in a 3-ball. 
Lemma 6.2 Let V be a genus two handlebody with a complete system of meridian disks 
{DI' Dl.} and let A be an non-peripheral incompressible annulus in F. Then therc 
is a boundary compression of .-1 wch that the disk, D. obtained afte1' the boundary 
compression, is essential in V. F1l1·tlwrmore, D is disjoint from both DI and D2. 
Proof. Since A is incompressible ill V. the core of..1, a simple closed curve which here 
is denoted by 0:', represents a nontrivial clement of 711 (F). As 0: is isotopic to hoth 
boundar.v components of A, a is isotopic to an essential simple closed curve on the 
genus two boundary component of V. Thereforf'. n must have a non-zero geometric 
intersection number with at least one of [JD I or [JD2. Therefore, .-1 intersects at least 
one of DI or D2 in an essential arc of.-1. Passing to an outermost such arc and 
proceeding as in the proof of Lemma G.1, it follows that there is an arc ,8 in .-1 and 
an arc ~( in [JV such that /1 is essential in A, [J,f3 = D" and jJ u " bounds a disk ~ in 
V which boundary compresses .-1. 
After doinp; the boundary compression on A. we obtain a disk D which is properl~' 
('Illbedd('d in \". If D was peripheral in \', then. after doing the identification indicated 
hy the houndary compression, .-l would he peripheral. Then>forP, D is essential in \'. 
Let ~ = D n (DI u D 2 ) after minimizing intersections via isotopy in \". Then ~ 
consists of simple dosed curves and arcs. Let n be a simple ciospd Cllrye in ~ such 
that n is illlll'rmost in D and hounds a disk ~' in D. 
Since D\ and D2 are disjoint, without loss of generality we will assume that (l 
is in D I. Then n: separates DI into a disk and an annulus, AI' Let IJ I = j,,' x I 
snch that S x {O} = S, Dj,,' x {I} is one of the houndary compolll'nts of A I, and 
IJ I n DI = [Jj,,' x I. Then D; = (j,,' x {I}) U.-1 1 is a non-separating, ('ssential disk 
in F. Since n: \Yas inlll'rmost in D, D; n D2 = 0. This illlplips I hat D; is a IlIPri(:iall 
disk for \" with a lower geometric intersection !lumber with D. 
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vVe proceed to find new disks for a complete system of meridian disks for IT until 
we have a system which contains no simple closed curves of intersection with D. 
Let 0: be an arc in ~ such that n is outermost in D and co-bounds a disk ~' in 
D with an arc (3 E fJD. We will again assume, without loss of generality, that n is in 
D\. 
This case is much more difficult since n separates DI into two undistinguished 
disks. \'le begin by constructing BI = ~' x I such that ~' x {O} = Sand B\ n DI = 
n x I. Then there exist disjoint disks S[ and ~~ in DI such that .6.'[ nB[ = n x {l} and 
~~ n B I = n: x { -I} and disjoint, properly embedded disks D~ and D~ in \. such that 
D~ = ~'I U(.6.' x {I}) and D~' = ~~U(~' x {-I}). ~ote that DI = ~'I U(n x I)u.6.~. 
Claim 1. The disks D~ and D~' cannot both be peripheral. 
Pmof of Claim 1. Since n x I is peripheraL if D~ and D~' wen' both peripheral 
then DI would be peripheral-a rontradiction. 
Claim 2. If D'[ is separating, then D'( is not peripheral. 
Pmof of Claim 2. Since Q x I is peripheraL if D~ is peripheraL then D[ would he 
separating-a contradiction. 
Claim 3. If both D~ and D~ are separating, they arc parallel in F. 
Pmof of Claim 3. The disk D~ separates \. into solid tori \., and \ '11. Then D;' is 
a properl~' Plllbedded, separatinp.; disk in pitlH'r \., or \ '11. Since "I (\ .,) is torsion fre(, 
and D;' is 1I0t a meridian disk. D;' is peripheral in \". If D;' is l10t parallel to D~, then 
it would be peripheral in \. -a contradiction. Likewise, D;' would be p(~ripheral in \'11. 
If D~' is not parallel to D~, then it would again be peripheral in F -a contradiction. 
Claim 4. At least one of D; and D~, say D;, is non-separating in \'. 
Proof of Clatm 4. If both D; and D;' aw separating, then by Claim 3. the.,' would 
be parallel. If ~'[ is parallel to ~~, then DI is periplH'ral-a contradiction. If ~'I is 
not parallel to ~~, then DI is parallel to D~. a separating disk in F -a contradiction. 
Therefore at l(last one of D~ and D'( must 1)(' l1on-s<,paratinp.; in \'. Without loss of 
generality, we will assume this properly embedded, l1on-separating <'ssel1tial disk is 
D~. Since D~ is disjoint from D'2 it. is it meridian disk for \. with small!'r geom('tric: 
intersection number with D. 
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~ .. D2 
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Figure G.1: A genus two handlebody with a single non-peripheral incmnpress-
iblc annulus 
We proceed to find new disks for a complete system of Incriciian disks for \ . until 
D n (Di u D~) = 0. 0 
Lemma 6.3 (Kobayashi (21J) If A is a non-pcripheml incomprcs8ible a.nnulus in a 
genus two handlebody V, then sUl'gC1'ing the annulus A fraTn \. results in either (see 
Figure 6.1) 
1. a solid tOTUS \'1 and (l !}cnus two handlebody \ 2 Ilnd there I:; (l cOlTli]llete system 
of meridian disks {D 1, 6.} of \2 such that DI n.-l = 0 (wd .6. n .-l is an essential 
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arc of A, or 
2. a genus two handlebody V' and there is a complete .system of meridian disks 
{DI' ~} of V' such that ,6. n A is an essential (Lrc of A. 
Proof. From Lemma 6.2 there is a boundary compressing disk .6. for A which com-
presses A to an essential disk D in V. The disk D is If'ither separating or non-
separating. The remainder of the proof is recalled from [21]. 
If D is separating in F, then surgering it from F resullts in two solid tori V' and 
V", and there are copies ,6.' and ~" of ~ on m ". Then DI is it meridian disk for \ " 
and is disjoint from both ~' and tl". Since ~' and ~" are identified in V. A separates 
V into a genus two handlebody \ '\ with meridian diiiks D\ and ~ and it solid torus 
If D is non-separating in V, then surgering D from V results in a solid torus \ 'I. 
There arc copies ,6.' and S' on 8F\. Since ~' and A" are' identified in F, surgering 
A from V results in a genus two handlcbody \ ". Since D is non-separating in \', 
the classification of surfaces tells us that since it is disjoint frOIll both D\ and D'2, it 
must be parallel to one of them. Without loss of genorality, we will assume that D is 
parallel to D 1• Then D\ and .6. are meridian disks for F'.. 0 
Lemma 6.4 (f{obaya.shi (21}) Let F br. II yen us two harulicboriy (Inri {.-t\, .-b} he Il 
:;y.stern of mutually disjoint annuli 'in m' 8ueh that them is II complete sy.stem of 
meridian di8ks {D\, D2 } of V which 8atisjies Di n Aj = 01 (i i= j) and Di n Ai is an 
essential aTC of Ai (i = 1,2). If A is an incompressible anmLius in (\ '. DV \ (A \ U .-1 2 )), 
then A is parallel to A\ Of' 0.1 2 • 
Proof. In a similar manner to the proof of Lemma 6.2, we {'an find a bOllndar~' 
compressing disk ,6. for A in F. and doing the bOllqdary I compression of A results 
in a properly embedded disk D. Sim:e A is disjoint from .-1 i , D is disjoint from .-1 i 
(i. = 1,2), and so D separates F into two solid tori V\ and \ 21• We will aSSllme, without 
loss of generali ty, t hat Ai C D\'! (i = 1, 2). l3y assulllptioll then' is a meridian disk D; 
of \i sllch that D; n 0-1; is an essential arc of Ai. TheIl. from Lemma 6.3 we lmow that 
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A separates \' into a genus two handlebocly F{ and a solid tor~s \/I. We may now 
assume that .42 c av~. Since A and .42 are both in Dl'~ and disjoint, their respective 
cores are parallel simple closed curves on av'. Thus, A is parallel to IA2 . D 
Lemma 6.5 (]( obayashi (21}) Let {A\, .·h} be a system of mut'(wlly disjoint, non-
parallel, non-peTipheral incornpTC.').sible annuli in the genus two handt'clJOdy F. Then 
surye7'ing A\ U .42 from F results in eitheT (see Figw'e 6.2) 
1. (L solid tOTUS \"\ and (L genus two Iwndlebody \'2 where ..1\ u>b C lav\, ..1\ U.'h C 
DV:!, and there is a complete system of meridian di.sks {~\, ~2} i of \2 such that 
~i n Aj = 0 (i =1= j) and ~i n Ai (i = 1. 2) is an essential flrc of Ai, 
2. two solid tori V\ and \2 and a genus two handlebody \:l wher'e A \ C D\'\, 
.·h c DlS, A\ U .-12 c Ol:l, and there is (l complete 8yste7r~ of I meridian disks 
{~\'~2} of l:1 such that ~i n Aj = 0 (i =1= j) and ~i n Ai (i = 1,2) is an 
essential (Lrc of A;, or 
S. a solid torus V\ and a genus two handlebody \2 where A \ c: Ol '\1, A2 n \'\ = 0, 
A \ U ..12 c 0\/2, and theTei:; a complete sy:;tem of meridian rli:;ks {.:.l\, ~:! \ ~ \ } 
for \2 sitch that ~\ n ..12 is an essential (LTC in ..12 and .:.l:! \ ~\ n A; (i = 1, 2) 
I:; an {';sscntial (Lrc of Ai. 
Proof. From Lemma 6.2 we know that there are boundary comprcssiIlIg disks Do\ and 
.6.2 for ..1\ and .-12 respectively in V that compress A\ and .-l:! to two esscmtial disks D' 
and D". Since A\ and .. h arc disjoint, D' and D" arc disjoint. :\s~llllla that {D', D"} 
is a completl~ system of meridian disks for \'. Then we can mow .-1.2 hy a small isotopy 
into V sllrgered along D' U D" which contradicts that .-1.2 is incompressible in \". We 
have the following three cases. 
CaM'. 1. The disks D' and D" are parallel and neither separatC's in \". This giws 
l1S concll1sion 1 of the Lemma. 
Case 2. The disks D' and D" art' parallt'l and both s('parat (\ in '"I. This gi\'ps l1S 
conclusion 2 of the Lemma. 
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Case 3. The disks D' and D" are T,lot pa'rallel. They cannot both be non-separating 
and non-parallel since they do not form a system of mt~ridian disks for V. Therefore, 
without loss of generality, we will a~sume that D' is separating. Surgering D' from 
V results in two solid tori V' and P'. Th.e disk D" is a properly embedded disk in 
one of them, say V". If D" is peri pl,eral ill \ T" and is not parallel to D', then D" is 
peripheral in \', a contradiction. SiIJce DJ," is, by llypothesis, not parallel to D', D" 
is non-separating in \ '" and is t.herefore Il'on-scpaqttin'g in F. In this case, we han' 
conclusion 3 of the Lemma. 0 
Lemma 6.6 (Kobayashi (21J) Let {A\,Az,A:I } be a system of pairwise disjoint, non-
parallel. non-peripheral incompressible annuli in a ge~t1ls two lumdlebody F. Then 
811l'gering A!, ..12 , and A, from \. rf1.~lllts lin two solid I tori Fl. ILnd \;, and II .'IenlLs 
two handlebody VI which satisfy (see Figm:e 6.3) 
1. the annuli appear on the bOllndaries of the various compression bodies and han-
dlebodies I1S follows: ..1:1 c DF1 •• -12 U .-h c 01 2, ILnd Al U .-12 cDr" 
2. Ihe7'(~ is a complete system of 1Tl~ridi(Lin disks {.6. 1, '~:.d of VI .'iuch that .3.i n A j = 
o for i i= j and .3.i n Ai (i = I, 2) is an eS8er~tial arc of Ai, llnd 
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3. ther'e i~ a meridian disk D3 oj ~~2 s'uch that D:3 n Ai (i = 2,3) is an essential 
arc oj j,':ii' 
Proof. The fl,llnuli {A[, A2 } must satisfy olle of the conclusions of Lemma 6.5. If we 
assume that {A[;, Ad satisfy conclusion 2, then surgering A[ and ...12 from V' results 
in a solid tori Vh and "'2, and a genus two handlcbody V1' If A:J is in av[ then, by 
Lemma 6.1, .,-I.:J is! parallel to either A[ or A2 , a contradiction. If A3 is in aV2 t.hen, by 
Lemma 8.L .-l:! iSi parallel to eithcr A[ or A2 , a contradiction. If A3 is in aVI, thcn by 
6,4, A:J is paralld to either A[ or A2 , a contradiction. Thus. {.-l[, Ad cannot satisfy 
conclusion 2 pf Lemma G.5. 
H we assqmc ~t hat {A[, A:d satisfy conclusion 1 of Lemma G.5, thcn surgering A[ 
and A2 from F results in a collar of a torus \"[ and a genus two handlcbody '2. B~' 
Lemma 6.4, wc know that .. h is not in aV'2. Then ... h c aF[ and, by Lemma 8.1, .-h 
is parallcl to an annulus A' in OV[. Since .-h is incompressible and is not parallcl to 
either A[ or ;12, DA[ u aA2 is in A'. Then {A[, ..12 , A:d satisfy the conditions of thc 
lemma. 
If we assume it-hat {A[, A2 } satisfy conclusion 3 of Lemma G.5, thcn surgering A[ 
and .'-h from V results in a solid torus V[ and a genus two handlebody "2 where 
A[ u .--b C OF.! and A[ n OF[ = 0. Again, by Lcmma S.L we find that ... h must he 
in m/2. Since .-h n (A[ U ...1:d = 0, by Lemma G.4 we see that A:I is parallel to <tn 
annulus A' il,1 0\2. Again. since Al is incompressible and not parallel to eit.her AI 
or .-12 , OA I uOA2 C A'. Thus, via a change in subscripts. {.-1 I ,.-12,."h} satisfy the 
conditions of the ilemma. 0 
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Chapter 7 
Compression bodies, 
decompositions by tori and annuli, 
and generalized satellite knots 
Given a surface F (not necessarily dosed), we denote the surface obtained from 
F by removing an open regular neighborhood of a point in the interior of F as F. 
A properly embedded. non-peripheral incompressible torus in a 3-manifold is an 
essential torus. Following .Jaco and Shalen (see [1 iJ and [18]), a 3-manifold for which 
every properly embedded incompressible torus is peripheral is simple. A torus decom-
position of an irreducihle 3-lllanifold M is a (possibly empty) collection, T" T'2, .... T'H 
of ('ssential disjoint separating tori in JI which sC'parate J/ into pieces which are (litlw!' 
simple or Seifert fihered such that II is minimal in t he sense that one cannot remO\'p 
any of the Ti and retain the above property. For dosed 3-m<lnifolds and 3-manifolds 
with incompressible boundary, results of .Jaco [1 i, Chapter \'II1J. among others. sho\\' 
that sHch decompositions exist and are unique lip to isotopy. 
:\. 3-manifold is said to have a trivial torus decomposition if the collection of 
decomposing tori is empty. A generalized satellite knot is a knot in an arbitrary 
3-manifold whose ('xterior has a nontrivial torus decomposition. For knots in 5:3, this 
is equivalent to the ('xistpnce of a non-periplH'ral iIH:ompressible torus in the knot 
('xterior (see Figure i.1). 
A properly embedded, nOB- peri pheral, inrom pressi ble, u- illCOlll pressi ble annulus 
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Figure 7.1: :\ tunnel-1 satellite knot in 53: the Rolfsen-Baile~' knot 
in a 3-manifold is an essential annulus. :\ 3-manifold is aC!Jlinrirical if all properl.\" 
embedded, incompressible. D-incmllpressihle annuli are peripheral. For a 3-manifold 
J/ with incompressible boundary, an annular' riccom]Jo8ition is 11 (possibly empty) 
collection of essential separating ~'lnnuli, AI, ,h, ... , An, in 111 which separate J11 into 
pieces which are eithel: acylindrical or Seifert fibered such that 1/, is minimal in the 
sense that we cannot l.·ernove anJ! of the Ai and retain the above property. Results 
regarding the existencQ and uniqllielless of annular decompositions similar to that for 
toral decompositions e;;;:ist (see [17]). 
A knot J{ ill a 3-mrlllifold :11 is tllnnd-J if there ('xists a properly (~lIlbcddcd arc 
n ill the ('xtcrior of 1\ such that I removing an open regular neighborhood of n from 
this exterior resl1lt~ in a genus two handlebody. Dually, the L'xterior of a t Ilnnel-1 
knot is obtained by adding a 2-himdle to a genus two handlcbody. A good 2-handle 
addition is one where the attaching circle is non-separating. Unless otherwise stated, 
all 2-handle additions (~onsidered. here are good. :\ compression bod!! is a collar of a 
closed, oricntablc surfarce with it lfinite numher of 2-handles added to one boundary 
component and all resulting 2-spherc houndary components capped with 3-handll's. 
\ Ve refer to the boundary comIH.IInent of the ("ollar of a surface which contains the 
attaching circles of the 2-handles as the inside boundary component and the other 
as thL' outside . . -\ compression body obtained by adding 1/ 2-handl(~s to the insidc' 
boundary component of the colla1' of a surface of genus g is said to be of type (.'1, n). 
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We denote a compression body of type (g, n) by Gy,n ' In this notation, Gy,y if! a 
handlebody of genus g, and Gg,O is a collar of a genus g 5;urface. :-\ compression boqy 
of type (g, n) is abusively said to be of genus g. 
For a 3-manifold M with boundary, a properly embedded, Iclosed, separating SllT-
face Fin M is a splitting sUlface for llf if F separates M into two compression bodieI'. 
This splitting generalizes the Heegaard splittings of closed 3 .. Huanifolds. The ger111s 
of F is the genus of the splitting. The minimal genus Qver all such splittings is the 
splitting genus of M. 
The geometric intersection number of two simple dosed curves III a surface Is 
referred to as the distance between those CU1'\·cs. 
\Ve now focus our attention on compression bodics of genus at most two. Begin 
with a collar of a germs two surface and choose representatives /l[ and It:; from. a 
pair of distinct isotopy classes of non-scparating simplo closed C1ll'VCS in one of th.e 
boundary componcnts. The collar above /1[ (respectively .. Il:;) is an essential spanning 
annulus ,·tlll (.-1 112 ) whose other boundary component is a simple closed curve flt (Ilt) 
on the other boundary component of the collar of the surface.1 Corresponding to "'I 
(/1:;) is a simple closed curve ,\[ (,\:;) such that Il[ (/(;) and ,\[ (,\:;) meet trans\'ers(jl./~' 
in a single point and /l[ n ,\:; = /1:; n ,\[ = ,\[ n '\! = 0/ :-\s before, the collar abo\'P 
,\ [ (,\:;) is an essential spanning annulus ...1'\1 (A,\~) whose othd' boundary cornponeqt 
is a simple closed cur\'(' ,\t (,\n on the other boundary ('omponC'nt of the collar qf 
the surface. 
Let G be the compression body of type (2.1) obtained by adding a 2-handle vill 
Ill' The compr{'ssion body G has two boundary compoqents:an outside componcllt 
of germs two and an inside LOmponent of genus onl'. Sincr the attaching circh~ fb.r 
this 2-handle is Il[, the curvcs /1:; and '\! represent gellCrators of the fundament;,l 
group of the inside LOmponent of DC. The union of :-tll! wiith the core of the 2-
handle added to constl'llct C forms a meridian disk DI for C. i The aunulus Alt~ will 
havc it special meaning for us. In several applications, .. -llt~ will play the role of Il 
meridian disk. To PIIlphasizp this meaning, \\,p \\'ill d(,lIorr .. -tILI~ as D"2' The annuln~ 
.-1'\2 plays a similar role. In particular, \! will be om cho~ce of longitude for the illlH'r 
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boundary component of C. To emphasize this role, denote this annulus as AA' Refer 
to {D1, D2 , .. h} as a complete disk/annular system for C. 
Chapter 8 
Essential annuli in compression 
bodies 
Let C be a collar of a torus, that is, a compression body of type (1. 0). The space 
C has the homotopy type of a torus, so there are two simple dosed C1\l"Vl'S, Il- and ,\ -, 
at a distance one on one of the boundar~' components that represent the generators of 
1f1 (C). The collars of ,e and ,\ - are essential annuli A/L and AA whose other boundary 
components are simple dosed C1\l"V<'S Ij,+ and ,\","' on the other boundary component 
of C. 
Lemma 8.1 A non-spanning, incompressible annulus A zn fl cornpr'c8sion body C of 
type (1,0) is peripheral. 
Proof. Since A is non-spanning, both components of DA lie in a single component of 
DC. Note that there are two annuli in this component of DC. Al and A:!, such that 
DA. = vAl = vA:!. Then A U Ai (i = 1, 2) is a torus in C. Through standard disk-
swapping technique's. minimize t he intersections of A wi tit .-l/L and ..1,\. Let n 1)(' an 
arc in A n (A/I U AA)' Such an arc exists, for otherwise both houndary components of 
A would be inessential simple dosed CIll"VPS in DC, and t1H'rc would Iw a compressing 
disk for A in C. Without loss of generality, assullle that 0 C .-1/1 and is outermost. The 
curve n is essential in .-1, for otherwise we could reduce the number of intersections of 
A \vith A/I' Since n is outermost in ..1/" there is an arc i-J in vA/I sHch that Do: = va 
and (\ U ;3 bound a disk,:,}, C A/I' The disk ~ is a boundar~' compn'ssing disk for A. 
Thus, .-l separates C into a solid torus with meridian disk ~ and a collar of a torus. 
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Since A and one of Al or .fb bound a solid torus, say AI, A is parallel to AI. 0 
A non-spanning, incompressible annulus in a compression body of type (2, 1) where 
the boundary of the annulus is in the genus two boundary component of the com-
pression body is a good annulus. 
Lemma 8.2 Let C be a compression body of type (2,1) with (l complete disk/annular' 
system {D I , D2 , A>.}, llnd let A be a good annul11s in C. Then there is a boundary 
compTC.c;sion of A such that the disk, D obtained after the boundary compression is 
essential in C. Furthermore. D i.e; disjoint from both DI and D'2' 
Proof. Since A is incompressible in C, the core of A, a simple closed eun·r. which hpre 
is denoted by n, represents a nontrivial clement of 7l'd C) . . -\s n is isotopic to both 
boundary componcnts of A, 0: is isotopic to an essential simple closed cun'e on the 
genus two boundary component of C. Therefore, 0' must h;n'e a non-zero geometric 
intersection number with at least one of Iii, lit, or /\t. Therefore, A intersects at 
least one of D I , D2 , or A>. in an essential arc of A. Passing to an outermost such arc 
and procceding as in the proof of Lemma 8.1, it follows that there is an arc ;3 in A 
and an arc ~I in DC such that /3 is essential in ..1. D,t3 = Dr, and ;3 U ~( bounds a disk 
~ in C which boundary compresses A. 
After doing the h()undar~' compression on A. we obtain a disk D which is proP('rly 
embedded in C. If D was peripheral in C. ther!. afU'r doing the identification indicatrd 
by the boundary compression. A would be peripheral. Therl'f·ore. D is essential in C. 
Let ~ = D n (DI U D'2) after minimizing intersections \'ia isotopy in C. Then ~ 
consists of simple dosed C1lrWS and arcs. Let n be a simple closf'd curn~ in ~ such 
that (} is innermost in D and bounds a disk ~' in D. \ \'e haw two cases: n: C DI or 
0' C D2 . 
In the case where n C D I , then n separates DI into a disk and an annulus, AI' Lpt 
BI = ~' X I such that ~' x {O} = S, DS x {I} is one of the boundary components 
of AI, and BI n DI = D~' X I. Then D~ = (S x {l}) U Al is a non-separating, 
l'sselltial disk ill C. Since n was illllt'rmost in D. D~ n D'2 = 0. This implies dlat D~ 
is 11 meridian disk for C with a lower geometric intersectioll number with D. 
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The second case is where a c D 2 • Since 0: bounds a disk in D and D2 is 1f1-
injective in C, a cannot be an essential simple closed curve in D2• Therefore, a 
separates D2 into a disk and a pair of pants .-h. As above, we let B2 = !:l' x I 
such that !:l' x {O} = ~', fJ6.' x {l} is one of the boundary components of .42, and 
B2 n D2 = fJ6.' x I. Then D~ = (~' x 1) U.42 is a non-separating, essential, spanning 
annulus in C. Since a was innermost in D, D~ n DI = 0. This implies that D~ is an 
element of a new complete disk/annular system for C where D~ has a lower geometric 
intersection number with D. 
VIe proceed to find new meridian disks and annuli for a disk/annular system for 
C until we have a system which contains no simple dosed curves of intersection with 
D. 
Let n be an arc in I: such that Q is outermost in D and co-bounds a disk ~' in D 
with an arc {3 E DD. We have two cases: Q C D2 or QeD,. 
In the case where n C D2 , then Q separates D2 into a disk and an annulus .-h since 
a cannot be spanning. Let B2 = j.' x I such that !:l' x {O} = ~', D~' x {I} is one of 
the boundary components of ih, and B2 n D2 = 0: xl. Then D~ = (!:l' x {I}) U .-12 
is a non-separating, spanning, essential annulus in C. Since n was outermost in D, 
D~ n DI = 0. Thus, D~ is an clement of a new complete disk/annular system for C 
where D'2 has a lower geometric intersection number with D. 
The case where QeD, is much more difficult since n separates D, into two 
undistinguished disks. We begin by constructing B I = j.' x I such that ~' x {O} = S 
and B, n D, = n x I. Then there exist disjoint disks ~'I and ~; in D, such that 
6.; n B, = n: x {l} and ~; n BI = 0: X {-I} and disjoint. properly embedded disks 
D; and D;' in C such that D; = ~'I U (j.' X {I}) and D~ = ~~ U (S ~< {-I}). :\()t(~ 
that DI = !:l'1 U (0: X 1) U ~~. 
Claim 1. The disks D; and D;' cannot both be peripheral. 
Proof of Claim 1. Since n x I is j)('ripheral. if D', and D'( w('r(' both peripheral 
then D, would be peripheral-a contradiction. 
Claim 2. If D', is separating, then D~ is not peripheral. 
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Proof of Claim 2. Since Q x I is peripheral, if D~ is peripheral, then Dl would be 
sep:ll'ating-a contradiction. 
Clqirn 8. If both D~ and D~ are separating, they are parallel in C. 
Proof of Claim 8. The disk D~ separates C into a solid torus C' and a compression 
body C" of type (1,0). Then D~' is a properly rmbedded. separating disk in either C' 
or C". Siince 7fl (C') is torsion free and D': is not a meridian disk, D': is peripheral in C'. 
If D~ is not parallel to D~, then it would be peripheral i.n C -'-a contradiction. Likewise. 
since 7fl (C") is torsion free and has no meridian disks. D~ would be peripheral in C". 
If D~ is not parallel to D~, then it would again be perriphctral in C-a contradiction. 
ClaJrn 4l. At least one of D~ and D~', say D~, is non-separating in C. 
prooj oj Claim 4. If both D~ and D~ are separating, then h.v Claim 3, the~r would 
be paralilei. If ~'1 is parallel to ~;, then D, is pcripherali-a contradiction. If ~', is 
not parallel to ~;, then D, is parallel to D~, a scpara1iing disk in C--a contradiction. 
Therefore at least one of D~ and D~ must be non-separat:ing in C. Without loss of 
generality, we will assume this properly emheddccL non-separating ('ssential disk is 
D~. Since D~ is disjoint from O2 , it is a meridian dis~; for IC with smaller geometric 
intersectiion number with D. 
We proceed to find new meridian disks and annuli for Oil disk/annular system for 
C until D n (D~ U 0;) = 0. 0 
We now classify the non-parallel clllbeddings of goud an~lUli in colllpn'ssion bodies 
of type (2,1). 
Lerr~rna 8.8 Let C bc (l compression body of type (2, n with cmnplde disk/annlliar 
systfm {D" 0'2' A,d ([nd let .-1 be IL gnod ([nn1l11l.~ in C. Then 81tl:qcrin.'l thc (innlllllS 
A jrom C re.c;ults in either (sce Figure S.l) 
1. (l solid torus C, Ilnd (l compression body (''2 of type (2. :1). lLnd there is (l complete 
disk/annular system {.3., 0'2, An for C2 .'illch that O:~ n.-1 = 0 Ilnd D, n.-1 is 
an essential arc in A. 
:2 .. a collar of (l tOTllS C, llnd a genus two handlebody C~!, lLnd there is lL complete 
systcm of meridian disks {D" ~} fm' (''2 S/lch that D, n _-t = 0 and D'2 n A IS 
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Figure S.l: A compression body of type (2,1) with a single good annulus 
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an essential arc in A, or 
3. a compression body CI of type (2, 1), and there is a complete disk/annular system , 
{~, D~, Ai} for CI such that DI n A is an essential arc in A. 
:proof. From Lemma 8.2 there is a boundq,ry compressing disk .:\ for A which com- i 
presses A to an essential disk D properl~' embedded in C. The disk D is either 
~eparating or non-separating. 
We first consider the case ,,,here D is separatirilg. Since D is disjoint from both DI 
cJnd D2, A is disjoint from at least one of DI or th. If An D2 = An A,\ = 0, then ~ 
lies on the opposite side of D from D'2' In this sIIb-case, D separates C into a collar 
qf a torus C' and a solid torus C". Then there are copies .:\'. j." of j. on DO'. Since i 
~),' and 1::,," are identified in C separated al011g A. ~A separatps C into a solid torus C I 
c~nd a compression body ('.2 of typP (2, 1) w\tere the meridian disk of C2 is ~ and the 
qssential spanning annulus whose outer boundary component is a meridian of C2 is 
D2 • 
If ~ lies on the same side of D as D2 ,! then once again D separates C into 11 
solid torus C' and a collar of a torus C". Then, as before, t.here are copies ~', ~" of 
~~ on ac'. However, in this case the identification of 1::,,' and S' determines that A 
separates C into a collar of a t.orus C I and ,1 gem],s t.wo handlebody C'2' In this ease. 
~~ and DI act as a complete system of meridian disks for C'2' 
If D is a meridian disk of C, then D separates C into a collar of a torus C'. Since 
there are copies ~', ~" of .:\ on ac' and j.1 and ,::::"" are identified in C cut along .-1. 
surgering A from C results in a compression body C I of type (2.1). Finally, note that 
~~ is a meridian disk for this compression body. I 0 
Lemma 8.4 Let C be (L compr'ession body of type (2, 1) with (L complete disk/ll7lnullll' 
system {DI' D'2, .-l,d and {.-11' .-12 } be a slJstem lof mutually disjoint annuli in the 
yenllS two [JI(nmdlll'!} component of C s/lch that DI n.-1 1 is an essential /lrc of .-1 1, 
DI n A2 = D2 n ..1\ = 0. llnd D'2 n :-1z is an c';-,scntial arc of .-1'2' If A is (l n07/-
8jJllnnzng, itolcompressible annulus in (C, DC\ (AIIU .-1'2))' then .-1 is Jlllmllel tf).-1 1 or 
.-l:! . 
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Proof. 'liVe begin by assuming that A is not peripheral. Then, from Lemma 8.2 we 
know that there is a boundary compressing disk ~ for A giving rise to an essential 
disk D properly ernbeolded in C. j'vloreO\'er, by construction and from the nature of 
the boundary compression, D n (AI U Ad = 0 which means that D separates C into 
a solid torus C I and a collar of a torus C2 • Without loss of generality we will assume 
that Ai c DCi (i = 1,2). From Lemma 8.3 then, we know that A separates C in one 
of two ways. 
In the first case, A separates C into a compression body C~ of type (2, 1) and 
a solid torns c.~. 'TheIl, since .'h C c.~. Im(i. : 7f1(A2) --t 7f1(C2)) = 7f1(C2) and 
.-h n A = 0. Thus, A is parallel to ..12• 
The second case is I ",hen A separates C into a genus t,ro handlebody C~ and a 
collar of a torus C~. Since C~ has the homotopy type of a torus and since both A and 
A2 are on the sarno boundary component of c.~ and disjoint, the cores of both annuli 
are parallel simple closed curves on DC~. Thus, A is parallel to .42 , 0 
Lemma 8.5 Let {A I, AQ} be a system of mutually disjoint, non-parallel good annuli 
in a compression b(Jdy C of type (2, 1). Then sw:qering A I and .'"h from C results in 
either' (sce Figure 8.2) . 
1. (l collaT' of a tOT'U'S CI and a genus two Iwndlebody C'2 Ijllch that A I U .-12 C C 
(i = 1,2), and there is a complete system ofmcT'idian di.~ks {~1'~2} ofC',! 
wheTe Di n A.i =0 for i i= j and D; n Ai (i = 1,2) is an essential an; of Ai. 
2. a solid torus C I ,! lL collar of a torus C2 , Ilnd a genus two Iwndlebody C:l silch 
that Al C DCI , .-12 C DC2 • and Al U .'h C DCl, lLnd there is Il completc .'i,l}stnfl 
of meridian l/isks {DI' D2 } of Cl where D; n Aj = 0 foT' i i= j Ilnd Di n Ai 
(i = 1,2) is an essential arc of Ai, or 
3. Il collar of a torhs C I and Il genus two /wndlebody C2 sitch that Al C DCI • 
. -h n CI = 0. and Al C DC2 , and there i8 a ('.omplele system of meridian disks 
{DI' D2 } of C2 where DI n A2 is an essential IlTC of.-12 llnd D'2 n .. li (i = L '2) 
is an esscntia.l arc of Ai-
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Figure 8.2: A compressio\l body of type (2,1) with two \lon-parallel good annuli 
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I ~2 
~I 
Figure 8.3: A. compression body of type (2,1) with three non-parallel good aml.uli 
Proof. From Lemma 8.2 there are bOl11ld1llry compressing disks ~I and ~2 of AI: and 
.-:h, respectively, and essential disks D' and D" after doing each bOUI)dary compres-
sion. Since AI n .-12 = 0, D' and D" lue disjoint. There are three cases: D' and D" 
are parallel and non-separating, D' and DI" are parallel and separating, and D'I and 
D" are non-parallel. 
If D' and D" are parallel and nOlHieparating, we have conclusion 1 of the lemma. 
If D' and D" are parallel and separating, \,\'(~ have conclusion 2 of the lemma. 
So, w(' assume that D' and D" are ~lOt parallel. \Ve first show that 0' and D" can-
not both be non-separating. If both D' and D" are non-separating and non-pandle!. 
then DD', DD", and fit are disjoint. nqn-separating, non-parallel simple closed cmYrs 
in a genus two surface. However, thi~ is a contradiction of the classification ofislll'-
faces. Therefore. at least one of {D'. D"} must be separating. We will assume that 
D" is separating. Since both disks are essential and disjoint, D' mqst be essential 
after splitting C along D" into a soliel tOl'UIS and a collar of a torus. Since there an' 
no essential disks in a collar of a toru~, D' I must be an essential disk ill a solid torus. 
Thus D' is a meridian disk in this solid torus and is therefore non-separating in C. 
This gives us conclusion 3 of the lemma. ; 0 
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Lemma 8.6 Let {AI, Ih, A:d be a system of pairwise disjoint. non-parallel good anrmli 
in a compression body C of type (2,1). Then surgering AI, A2, and ..13 from C results 
in a collar of a t,orus CI , a solid torus C2 , and a genus two handlebody OJ which 
satisfy (see Figure 8.3) 
1. the annuli appear on the boundaries of the vaTiolls compression bodies and han-
dlebodies as follows: .-h C DCI , ..12 U /·h C 8C2 , and AI U ..12 C DC3, 
2. there is II complete system of mCTidian disks {~I' ~2} of C:J such that ~i n Aj = 
o for i =1= j Ilnd ~i n Ai (i = 1. 2) is an essential (LTC of Ai, and 
:1. the1'(~ is Ilme.,.idia1/, disk D:! of C2 sitch that D:! n Ai (i = 2,3) is Iln p.ssclI:tilll 
(Lrc of Ai' 
Proof. The annuli {AI, A2 } must satisfy one of the conclusions of Lemma S.5. If we 
assume that {AI, .-b} satisfy conclusion 2, then surgering AI and ..12 from C res\llts 
in a collar of a torus C I , a solid torus C'2, and a genus two handlebody C:J' If A:J is 
in DC I , then. by Lemma G.l, A:J is parallel to either AI or A·2 , a contradiction. If .-1:1 
is in DC'2, then, by Lemma S.I, .-1:3 is parallel to either .-11 or ..1'2, a contradiction. If 
.-l:J is in DOl, then, by Lemma GA, .. l:! is parallel to either .-11 or .-12, a contradiction. 
Thus. {AI, .-12 } ('an not satisfy conclusion 2 of Lemma S.G. 
If \\'p assume that {.-1 1, .-b} satisfy conclusion 1 of Lemma S.G, then sl\l'gering .-11 
and .-h from C results in a collar of a torus C I and a genus two handlebody C2 . B~' 
Lemma 6.-1, we know that .-h is not in DC2. Then .-h C DC I and. by Lemma S.I, .-l:J 
is parallel to an annulus A' in DC I • Since .-1:3 is incomprpssible and is not parallel to 
eithpr Al or ..1'2, D.-l1 U D.-h is in A'. Then {AI, .-1'2' .-h} satisfY the conditiolls of thl' 
lemma. 
If \\,p assume that {.-1 1, .-12} satisfy LOnclusion :3 of Lemma S.G. then sl\l'gering AI 
and .-1'2 from C results in a collar of a torus C I and a genus two handlebocly C'2 where 
.-11 U .-b C DC'2 and .-11 n DC I = 0. Again. by Ll'U1IIHl S.I, WP find that .-b Illust \)(' 
in DC'2' Sinc(' .-h n (.-11 u .-12) = 0. by [21. Lplllm<l :L3] we see that ... b is paralld to 
an annullls .-1' in DC'2' Again, since .-1:1 is incompressible and not parallel to pit\H'r 
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Al or 042, BAI U Bo42 C A'. Thus, via a change in subscripts. {.41' :h, A;Jl satisfy the 
conditions of the lemma. 0 
Ch4apter 9 
I 
I 
Gelt1eralized bridge number f()r 
I 
knc)tsa](ld links 
I 
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Thc following definitions are derived from [10J. :.Jote that these definitions han~ 
been gencralizod SQi that they acmunt for knot cxtcriors in 3-manifolds 'with bound,uy. 
A prophly embedlcled sct of arcs r = bl,"" ~/n} in a 3-manifold M is trivia'l if 
there is I an embeddled collection {D I , • •• , DII } of disks in J[ such that D Di n r =:j: ~:'i 
(i = 1, ... , n) c1nd iJDi n DM is the arc D:i = DDi \ ~/i' 
A link 1\ ip a 13-manifold M is in n-bridge position with respcct, to a splitting 
surface IF if J{ Intcrsccts thc closurc of cach componcnt of M \ F in a triYial collection 
of 11 arcs. The genius !J bridge number bl) (L) of a link L in JI is the smallest integer 
II. for which L is in II-bridge position with respect to sOllle genus .'1 splitting surfacp 
in U. this is the standard form of bridge numbcr whcll associated with knots and 
links inlS:l with re:lipect to a 2-sphere. 
Wc begin with! a construction which will always result in a knot or link in I S:l 
in 2-hril:Igc pO!:liti(m with respect to a 2-sphen~. We will abusively refer to thesc 1 as 
2-bridgd knots and! links. 
Lemma 9.1 Let \ "II llnd V! be .'I-balls where (t I llnd 02 arc a trivial jillir of arcs inl \ "I 
lInd 131 and :)'2 are I!l trivial pair of arcs in. \ 2. Let h be llny attaching lI1ap which takes 
DFI II 0\2 sllqh Uwt h(Dcq U Dn'2) = D,B I U DB2 . Then (01 U n:~d U" (,JI U 32 ) i" a 
2-bridyt: knot or liT:,k in 8:1• 
Proof. First note Ithat thc Alexander trick [1] guarantces that any attaching map II 
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chosen will make Vt Uh \'2 homeomorphic to IS:!. Then h(DFd = 8\/2 is an embedded 
2-sphere ill 8 3 and the lemma follows immediately since the resulting knot or link 
will have at most two components and ~s, b)! construction. in 2-bridge position with 
respect to 8\~. 0 
There are particular constructions which arise in creating the exteriors of 2-bridge 
knots and links from the identifications of genus two handlebodies. :-\ version of the 
following lemma appeared in [21] without proof. 
Lermna 9.2 Let \"1 be (l ycnus two han(llebody with a complcte :;.lJstern of mcridian 
disks {Dt. D~} llnd \ ~ a genus tlllO hawllebody with (l complete system of meridian 
disks {Df, Di}. Let AI and .-12 be incompressiblc annuli in DFI 81lch that Ai n Di 
(i = 1,2) is an e.9,~ential arc 'in Ai lInd Ai n D J = 0 (i =1= j). Let A'I and A~ be 
inc07nlJ7'essible IInnuli in 8\; :;/tch that .-1: n Dr (i = 1, 2) i8 an eS8ential aJ'c in Ai llnd 
Ai n Dj = 0 (i =1= .i). Then, attaching F~ to liZ via a map which takes \'1 \ (A I U ...12 ) 
to \; \ (A'I U .-l~) yields thc e:I.'tcrio1' of ~ 2-bridye knot OJ' link in 5:1• 
Proof. Let \"r he it 3-ball with the ope~1 regular neighborhoods of a pair of disjoint 
trivial arcs 0'1 and 0'2 removed. Let \!~ be a 3-hall with the open regular neighborhoods 
of a pair of disjoint trivial ares ri l and (3'2 remo\'(~d. TheIl. from the Lemma D.1 \\'P 
know that any attaching of \ '1' to \ ~ alollg the specified four punct1ll'ed sphpre yields 
a 2-hridge knot or link exterior in 5:3• We also know that \"r and \ ~ are both gpnlls 
two handichodies. Since t hc o/s are tr~\'ial arcs. there are mt'ridian disks DI' and 
Dr of \ "I' sllch that Dl' n D,,( O:i) (i = l.:2) is a single ('sspntial arc of Dr/( n;) and 
Dl' n 17(0' j) = 0 (i =1= j). Similarly, wc klilow that t here are mt'ridian disks Df' 
and Dr for F" slleh that Dr' n DlJUJi ) (i =1 1,2) is an l~ssential arc of Dr/()3i) and 
Dr n llU3j) = 0 (i =1= j). 
Let h he the identification lIlap which attaches \"1 to \; along the four pUllctul'('d 
sphere 8\"1 \ (.-11 U .-h). Then there is a homeolllorphism II I taking \"1 to \ "( such that 
hi (Dl) = DI', hi (D~) = Dr, and hi (Ai) = ID11(nd (i = 1. 2). Similarly, there is a 
homeolllorphism h'2 t hat takes \; to \ ~ sllch that h'2 (D'f) = Df'. h2 (Dj) = Dr aIlli 
h'2(.-1:) = DlJ(!Ji ) (i = 1. 2). From Lcmll.la 9.11 \\'(' know that all attarhings of \ "I' to 
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,,~ along the four punctured sphere OV{ \ O(1](nd U T/(n'2)) result in a 2-bridge knot 
or link exterior in 5:1, Thus, since h extends to an attaching of F{ to 'i~ along 11.1, 
""1 U" ,; is hOllleomorphic to a 2-bridge knot or link exterior in 5:1, 0 
Let K be a knot in a lens space L, Then L has a genus one Heegaard splitting 
and so K will be in n-bridge position with respect to this splitting torus. If J( is in 
1-bridge position wit.h respect to the splitting torus of L. we will abusin~ly call J{ a 
1-bridge knot in the lens space L. 
Lemma 9 . .'J Let VI and' ~ be solid tori whe1'e n: is a trivial llrc in VI and i3 i.e; a trivial 
arc in '~. Let II. be any attaching ma.p which takes 0l'1 to m ~ .'iuch that h(On:) = Dd. 
Then n: U" d is a i-bridge knot in a lens space L. 
Proof. First note that any attaching map II. will creatr a lens space .. -\lso note that. 
we are including 5'!. x 51 in this list for completeness. While it does not have a finite 
fundamental group, its fundamental group is cyclic and it does have a genus one 
Heegaard splitting. Since h(DFd = Ol'2 is an embedded torus, then 0: Uh ;3 is, by 
construction, a 1-bridge knot in the lens space VI Uh "2' 0 
There is a particular construction which always results in a knot. exterior hO!lwo-
morphic to the (lxterior of a 1-bridge knot in a lens space .. -\ version of the following 
lemma appeared in [21] without. proof. 
Lemma 9.4 Let FI be ([ geu'llS two handlebodJJ with a LOmplete 8.tJstem of lIl£!1'idian 
disks {D [ , DJ} and' 2 a genus two /wndlcbody with a complete s!J8tcm of meridian 
disks {Dr, Di}. Let Al be an incompressible annulus in OFI such that .'lIn D[ is an 
essential arc of A I and Al n DJ = 0. Let .·h be an incompressible annulus in m 2 
such that A'!. n Dr is an essential arc of A'!. and A'!. n Dj = 0. Then. attaching FI to 
'''2 via a map which takes VI \.-11 to ,; \.-1'!. yields the e:J:ierior of a i-bridge knot in 
IL lens sp(u:e. 
Proof. Let"( Iw a solid torus with an op(~n regular neighborhood of a trivial arc 
n remowd. Let ,~ he a solid torus with an open regular IH'ighborhood of a trh'ial 
arc tJ removed. Then. from Lemma 0.3. we know that attaching '"( to ,~ along 
;jO 
the sp(~cified twice punctured torus yields a I-bridge knot exterior in a lens space. 
Since n is a trivial arc, there is a meridian disk Dr of V( such that D:' n aT/(n) is a 
single (~ssential arc of aTl(n). In addition. there is a second meridian disk Dr for F( 
such that Dr n D17( n) = 0. Similarly, there is a meridian disk Dr for \~ such that 
Dr n OT}(!J) is an ossential arc of aTl(;3) and another meridian disk Dr of v~ such that 
Dr n O'/U)) = 0. 
Let {~ be the identification map which attaches V, to \'2 along the twice punc-
tured torus \", \ ..17. Then, there is a homeomorphism h, which takes V, to V( such 
that h\(DD = Df, h,(D~) = Dr, and h,(...1d = aT/(n). Similarly, there is a home-
omorphism h'2 which takes \ 2 to \~ such that 11., (Dn = Dr h'2(DD = Dr, and 
11., (...1'2) ,= DT/un. From Lemma I:bridge:lensspace:construction we know that all at-
tachingEj of \'( to \I~ along the twice punctured torus aF{ \ a'l(a) result in a I-bridgp 
knot <'4t:erior in a lens space. Thus, since II, extends to an attaching of \"( to \~ along 
hi, we know that 'V, Uh \ 2 is homeomorphic to a I-bridge knot in a lens space. 0 
Let f( be a knot in a solid torus \'. Let T be an embedded peripheral torus in 
V such t,lmt [\" IllE!ets T transversely in two points. If [( is in I-bridge position with 
respect t,o T in F,: we will abusiyely call [( a I-bridge knot in a solid torus. 
LemmlJ 9. /j Let \ ",I br. (J, solid torus awl \ 2 be a collar oj (L torus. Then everJj attachiflg 
map wh'ic:h .illites aFt to one oj the co1ll1)()Tlcnts oj Dl 2 ,.esults in tl solid tonts. 
Proof., Let D be ,it meridian disk for V, and let h be an idpntification map taking Dl ", 
to one qf the cOIrllponents of Dl'2. Thpn. since aD c DF" h(DD) is it simple closed 
curve in a single compO/WIlt of fJ\2' Collaring h(aD) produces a spanning essential 
annulup ...1. If we surger D from \"" we obtain a 3-ball. If we surger .-l from \ ~ we 
obtain '\ solid torus. Let ~ be the disk D U".-t. Sinc(' \", \ Il(D) and \ ~ \ '7(...1) an' 
attacherJ along aniannuills. (\'1 U/, \'~) \ TJ(~)) is a 3-lmll. Thlls ~~ is a meridian disk 
for the ~()lid toms 1 \ ", Uh \~. 0 
FrO,!l1 this we cun no\\' describe a construction which always results in a knot with 
a I-brid~e knot in'a solid torus. 
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Lemma 9.6 Let VI be a solid torus and n: a trivial arc in VI. Let 'i2 be a collar'cd 
tor11S and f3 lL trivial arc in F2 . Let h be any attaching map whieh takes D1/1 to the 
component of Dl'2 containing Df3 8'llch that h(Do:) = DB. Then n U/t /3 is (l i-bridge 
knot in the solid tOT11S F = VI U/t "2' 
Proof. Since 0: is trivial in VI, there is an embedded disk DI in VI such that n 
and an embedded arc 0:' C DVI co-bound D I • Similarl~r, there is an embedded disk 
D2 in 1'2 such that rJ and an embedded arc 3' C DV2 co-bound D2 • Let F( = 
VI \ TI(n) and 1i~ = '"I \ TI(;3). Then .:.11 = DI n '"I is a compressing disk for V( 
since VI \ (1/( 0:) U 1/( Dd) = '"I \ 17( D I ) is a solid torus. Likewise . .:.12 = D'2 n '2 
is a compressing disk for ,~ and Vi \ 1/(,0d is a collar of a torus. Since V( has a 
compression to a solid torus, it is a genus two handlebody. Since ,/~ has a compression 
to a collar of a torus, it is a compression body of type (2, 1). Since both 1/( a) and I/(d) 
are 3-balls and all the components of DI7(a) and DTI(;3) are disks OIl the boundaries of 
VI and V'2, 1/(0:) U/t 17({3) is a solid torus. From Lemma 9.3 we know that V = 11 U" ''2 
is a solid torus. Thus, I\ = (l U/t (i is a I-bridge knot in the solid torns '". 0 
Under certain circulllstances, we will have a genus two handlebody, a compression 
body of type (2,1), and an identified essential annulus on the boundary of ('aeh. 
\Ve would like to know under what conditions these two compression bodies can be 
attached along part of their boundaries to create a knot exterior ill a solid torus which 
has a I-bridge presentation. 
Lemma 9.7 Let '"I be Il genus two hmullebody //lith II cOlllplete system of 1TW1'idirlll 
disks {DI, Di} Ilnd '2 II cOlflpn:sslon body of typc (2.1) with a cOlflp/etc disk/ann1llar 
system. {D~, Di, .-1,\}. Lel Al C Dl"1 be un iTicOTIl/J7'('s,'jiblc (llIfllllll.'; Silch that AI n DI i.'i 
an essential arc in A I llwl A I n D~ = 0. Let .-b C Dl2 be an incompressible annulus 
s11ch that .-12 is in the gen1lS two component of Dl2' .-l:! n D~ i8 an e8sential an; in .-1'2. 
Ilnd .-b n Di = 0. Tlwn. attaching '"I to '2 via II map whieh tokes '"I \ AI to '2 \ --1'2 
!Jields the c:dcl'ior of a i-bridge knot in a solid torn8. 
Proof. Ll't \"( be a solid tOl'l1S with an Opl'1l rl'gular neighbor/lOud of a trivial an: n 
relllO\·ed. Let 'l be a collared torus with all OpCIl regular lwighborhood of a trivial 
arc (3 removed. TheIl, from Lemma 9.6 we know that any attaching of lI{ to I/~ along 
the specified twicq punctured torus yields a I-bridge knot exterior in a solid torus. We 
also know that 1 '/ is a genus two handlebody and I~l is a compression body of type 
(2,1). Since 0: is a trh'ial arc, there is a meridian disk D\ of If{ such that D\ n ory( 0:) 
is a single essential arc of ory( n:). Since 0: is a trivial arc, there is a second meridian 
disk D'J. for F{ sllGh that D'J. n ory( 0:) = 0. Similarly, there is a meridian disk .3. of I'~ 
such that ~ n ory(/3) is an essential arc of o,,(3). In addition. there is a fl-annulus for 
I'~, All' such that I AIL n ory(3) = 0. 
Let h be the identification map which attaches 1 '\ to 12 along the twice punc-
tured torus 1 '\ \ j~. Then. there is a homeomorphism h \ which takes 1'\ to 1'\' snch 
that 1,,\ (Di) = D I , hdDJ) = D'2, and hi (..1\) = O,,(a). Similarly, there is a homl'-
oIl1orphism 11'2 which takes 12 to 1 ~ such that h2(D~) = ~. h'2(Di) = AIL' and 
h'2(.-h) = Ory(,fj). from Lemma 9.G \\'(~ know that all attachings of 1 '{ to I ~ along the 
twice punctured torus DF{ \ 0'7(0:) result in a I-bridge knot exterior in a solid torus. 
Thus, since It extcmcis to an attaching of F{ to \~ along h \, \\'C' know that 1'1 U" 12 is 
homeomorphic to 'a I-bridge knot exterior in a solid torus. D 
The following Ilemma is recalled here [32]. 
Lemmll D.8 Let .H be the e:r:tc7'io7' of II tunnel-J link ofltnknots in 5:1• Then J1 is a 
2-bridye link e:dCf,'jOT' in 5:1. 
Proof. Let TI and T'2 be the two boundary components of .H. Let Iti C Ti (i = 1. 2) 
be tho meridians (I)f M. Let T be a properly embrdded. spanning arc in M such that 
I" = AI \ ,,(T) is a genus two handlebod~·. The arc T is a tllllIld for AI. Let II; 
(i = L 2) be a simple closed eUr\'e in Ti in the same isotopy class as Iii such that 
It; n T COT. Let \'\ be the closed regular neighborhood of 11'\ U T U It~ in M and let 
12 = ~\I \ Fl. 
TlWIl 1'1 and I )) are both gerllls two handlehodi(~s. 1'1 U \ ~ = JI. and 1 " n 1·~ is a fom 
pUllctjlrecl sphere. Let Ai = Ti n 1"1 (i = 1,2). From the nature of the decomposition 
of JI. therc~ is a complete sC't of meridian disks {DI, DJ} for J[ sllch that Dl n Ai 
(i = 1. 2) is an es~elltial arc in Ai and Dl n Aj = 0 (i f. j). :-loreo\'('r, since fI'l U II~ 
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are meridians for 1M, there is a complete system of meridian disks {D;, D~} for 1"/ 
such t'hat the disthllce between D; and p~ (i = 1, 2) is one and D; nil} = 0 (i =1= j). 
Let A~: = Ti n Vi (i = 1,2). Then letting Dr = D; n 1'2 (i = 1,2), we form a complete 
I 
system of meridian disks {Dr, Dn for 12, Then Dr n A; (i = 1,2) is an essential arc 
in .-1; and Dr n Aj = 0 U =1= j). Then. from Lemma 9.2, ;,11 is homeomorphic to some 
2-bridge link exterfior in 5:1. 0 
I 
From this, since the exterior of a one-bridge knot in 11 solid torus with a solid toms 
filling on both components is a tllnncl-l link of lin knots in 5:1, we ha\'c the following 
lemma. 
Lemma .'J • .'J Let 111: he the e:l:tcl'iOT of (l i-bridge knot in (l 8oli.d torlLS with u meridiun 
on each bomulary IC01npOTlent. Then.\/ is (l 2-bridge link e:rterior in 5:1• 
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Chapten 10 
Lemmata and definitions 
Since we are interested in classifying the tunneJ-l generalized satellite k\10t exte-
riors, we can pke wlYilntage of the properties of the dosed 3-manifolds obtainable 
from them via Dehln filling. The following lemma is the basis for this line of attack. 
Lemma 10.1 Let 111 be the e:derior of a tUT/,nel-1 generalized 81ltellite knot. Then every 
3-manifold obtained from AI via Dehn filling has a gerrll8 two l/eegaurd 8ptitting. I 
Proof. Since.M possesses it genus two splitting, it is the union of a genus two handle-
body and a corn pression body of type (2, 1). Dehn filling, yia the Alexander trick [:1], 
amounts to gluing a 2-handle and a 3-handle to the toral boundary component of tlhe 
above compre!,\sionlbody. Therefore. the core of this new 2-handle in the eorrmression 
bod~r, along ,\"ith the core of the ~-hilndle which was already IH'C's!'nt, indllcC's rl systfml 
of meridian disks f(llr the resulting hancllebocl~·. 0 
Unless each ('ssbltial torllS along which we decompose JI comIH'C'sses upder the 
filling (see [8]), the resulting closed 3-manifold will 1)(' J-Iaken. Then Lemma to.1 
means that, after fil.ling, the dosed 3-mHnifold is subjt'ct to the classification (If closed. 
genus two Hak:cn 3tll1anifolds given in [21]. 
To constnwt the exterior of a satellite knot in S3, a result of Schub(~rt ([30] and 
[31]) states that w(~ start with H simple or Seifert fibered toraHy bounded 3-I.llanifolld 
and attach to it in I S(>(l'tellce a finite Illlmber of simple or Seifert filwred 3-mallifolds 
with two toral bounuary ("ompOIwllts. The last of these will ("ontain the boundar~'1 of 
our knot exterior. A corollary of our maiu theon'm is that this ncstin.fJ of tori iu tit!' 
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torus decomposition also holds for tunnel one generalized I. satellite knots. Thus, we 
must identify the core torally bounded 3-manifold (1S well! as those those simple or 
Seifert fibered 3-manifolcls with two toral boundary components we attach to it. 
Definition 1 "'c define the following classes of torally bouIlded 3-manifolds: 
• D(n) is the class of Seifert fibre spaces o\'er the disk I\Yith n ('xceptional fibres. 
• Mo(n) is the class of Seifert fibre spaces over the .\fobius band with n excep-
t,ional fibres. 
• jU[( is the class of 2-hridge knot pxteriors in 5.1. 
• L[( is the class of I-bridge knot exteriors in len.s spaues. 
Definition 2 \\'e define the following classes of 3-mallifold~ with 1.\\'0 toral houndar~' 
components: 
• A(n) is the class of Seifert fibre spaces o\,er the annulus with II exceptional 
fibres. 
• X/(j(n) is the class of Seifert fibre spacps o\'er (t once punctured .\[()bius hand 
wit.h n pxcpptional fihn's. 
• J/" is the class of 2-briclge link pxteriors in the 3-sphere. 
• "{I is t.he class of 1-bridge knot exteriors in solid tori. 
In t.he torus decomposition of a g(,IH'raliz(~d san'llite :knot !'xt(~rior. \\'P denot<' 
the complemental)' component containing the bouIlClary of the knot exterior as the 
outside component. 
The following theorem aplwars in [17. Chapt!'r Vll as t~l(, objc('t of that ('haptPr. 
\Ve stat!' it here as a !emIlla. It appp,U's in [17] as Th.eorPIli \'1.3-1. 
Lemma 10.2 (Jaco) Let JI bl! a UJ1/lfJacl. ol'iellfllblc $ci/crt. JibeI'd II/ani/old, 1/ F is 
(l two-sided. incOlnprcs8ibie .'ill/face in M then one 0/ the /oUowin,l} alternatives holds: 
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1. F is a disk 01' an annulus and F is parallel into D M. 
2. F does not separate M and F 18 a Jibr'c in a fibmtion of JI lL8 a s1l7jacc bundle 
OVC1' SI . 
S. F does .'icpamte M and M =M1 U M2 whc1'c Ml n Jh = DMI = DM2 = F 
and Mi (i = 1, 2) is a twist cd 1-bundlc ave1' a compact surjace (possibly with 
b01lnda1',1/) . 
4. F is an annulus 01' a t01'W; and F is saturated in somc Seifert fibration of M. 
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Chapter 11 
Essential Tori in 3-manifolds with 
boundary 
The following is recalled fraIl! [1 I]. Let F and S he properly <'mbedded surfClr<~<'s 
in a 3-mClnifold M snch that F and S intersect in essential simple closed curves anel 
arcs and F is separating in 1)[. Suppose further that there is an embedded disk ~ in I 
JI such that a = ~ n S is an arc in D6., ;3 = ~ n F is an arc in D~. Do: = DB. and 
0' U /3 = D~. Then an isotopy of type A at a is performed by sliding a across ~ anel 
past [3. This isotopy moves a part of S which was on Olle side of F in M to the other 
side of F in M. The result of this isotopy on the part of S which \\'as on the original 
side of F is equivalent to CII tting t hat surface along n. Refer to Figure 11.1. 
Let Jl be a tllnnel-1 generalized satellite knot (·xterior. Let T be an (·ssen\".ial I 
torus in the decom position of ,\1. Let \ '[ and \~ be t he genus two handlebod~' ,"fnel 
compression body of type (2.1) in the splitting of M. ~Iuch of the following is from 
[:20]. Let Ti = Tn \ i (i = 1. 2). \'ia isotopies of type A (s('e [1 Ill. \W' ma~' aSS\IIlW 
Figure 11.1: An isotopy of type ..\ 
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:) 
type 3 i- type 2 
type 1 
Figure 11.2: Various types; of arcs in T2 
that each plement of T[ is a disk, and that t he number of components of T n \ "[ 
is minimal among all tori isotopic to T in .11.. :\s in [1 i] we h<1\"e the hierarchy 
(TjO), 0:0), ... , (Tjm), Cl:m ) for T'2 which gives rise to a sequence of isotopies of type T 
in M where the first isotopy is of type A at 0.0, ... , and thc (Tn + l)st isotopy is of 
type A at (lm' Since Twas cmbedded in M, eli n Cl:j = 0 l(i i= j). Each (ti is an arc 
on T2 • 
If (ti joins distinct components of DT2 , then we refer to ni as being of type 1. If (ti 
joins a single component S of DT'2 and there is an arc /3 c is such that Dni = D,fJ and 
0i U t3 bound a disk in T, then \\'(. refer to 0i as being of type g. If (Ii joins a single 
component S of DT'2 and t here is an rJ c S such that Dni += Dr] and s\ll'gcring 0i U ,j 
from T results ill an annulus. we refer to Ui as heing of tm)!: 3. If ni is of type 1 and 
there is a component S of DT'2 such that (li is t he only arc incident to S, \\'(' refer to 
Qi as a ([-(lrc. Refer to Figure 11.2. 
Lemma 11.1 (Kobayashi [20jJ If any 0i is a ri-ql'C, then t!wrc is an ambient isotopy 
h of T in M such that each component of h(T) n \'[ is (l disk Ilnd the number of 
components of h(T) n \"[ is less than the 1I.1lrnbcr of C01Ttp01wnts of Tn \ "[. 
Proof. If \\'p let II be the converse of an isotopy of t~'pe :\1 at n i, thpn II (T) n \"[ will 
consist elltirely of disks and will ha\'(~ (lllP f(·\\'f'r ('oIIlI)(lIl<'llts than Tn \ "[. 0 
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Lemma 11.2 (Kobayashi [20)) If 0:0 is of type 1 or type 2. then there is an a.mbient 
isotopy II, of AI 81lch that each component of h(T) n \"1 i8 (L disk and the n'umber of 
components in h(T)1 n V( is le"s than the number of components of Tn F(. 
Proof. The following is recalled froIll [20]. If 0:0 is of type 1, let h be the converse of 
an isotopy of type ;\. at 00 and the conclusion follows. "-\ssume that 00 is of type 2. 
Then there is ar~ arc l3 eDT? such that Boo = B,B and 00 U /3 bounds a planar surface 
P in T'2' Since flo i~ an essential are in T2 , some 0i in P is a d-arc. The conclusion 
now follows frorn Lemma 11.1. 0 
Lemma 11.:1 ([(o/)(zl/ash; [20)) Suppose that no i:; of type .1 and one of the following 
conditions is .<ja(.isJied: 
1. 01 is of type 1, 
2. 0:1 is of type 2'. or 
3. 01 i8 of type 3.' and 01 intersects the same component of BT'2 that 00 intersects. 
Then there is an ambient isotopy h of M such that each component of h(T) n \"( is lL 
disk and the rtuTu.br7'1 of components in h(T) n V( is less than the number' of comprments 
in Tn F(. 
Proof. The following is recalled from [20]. If condition 1 holds, then t he lemma 
follows by I('ttil)g II be the isotopy of type A at n:(. If condition 2 holds, then the 
lemma follows from the proof of Lemma 11.2. If condition :3 holds. then no U o( 
separate T'2 into onel or two planar smfaces and. as in the proof of Lemma 11.2. then' 
pxists a rl-arc al)d t he lemma follows from Lemma 11.1. 0 
Lermua 11.4 Let JI he a tunnel-1 generalized satellite ('.rte1'/or in which the t01'llS 
decomposition iii a .lIingle t01'llS T which separates JI into two C07ltpOnents JI( llnd 
"1'2' Furthermore, in the yenll8 two splitting of JI into II yertw; tlt!O lumdlebotiy \'1 
llnd a r:omprc.c;sion body \ ~ of type (2. 1). T( = Tn\"( consi.c;ts cnl'irely of disks llwl 
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the number of components in TI is minimal1 among all tori isotopic tlo T in M. Then 
TI consists of at most two comp(Jnents. 
Proof. i\1 uch of the following i:; recalled fwm [21]. Assume thfl,t r: n VI consists of 
n 2: 3 components, D I , ... , Dn. Then, frc)m Lemmas 11.2 am.1 11..3 we know that 
0'0 and 01 are of type 3 and tlw,t T(L) n ",'I = Al U D2 U ... U Dn land T(2) n VI = 
Al U .·h U D:l U· .. U Dn where A, (i = 1. 2) i:s a non-peripheral incomJ)ressible annulus 
in VI. If DI and D2 are separatipg in "I anlei A I and ..12 are panlllel in VI, then there 
are t\\'o annuli A' and A" in DFf snch that A' n (A, U "b) = AI n A, = DA' = DA I • 
A" n (A, U ..12) = DA", and A' rl A" is a component of DA,. We Illa~:' assume that A' 
and A" are in different compOlwnts of 111. Bay 111, and 1.11'2' Theref()n~, from Lemma 
10.2. we know that U I Up J!2 (~dmits a Seifert fibration wit.h AI n A" as the regular 
fibre. This contradicts the minipmlit.y inherent in that T was an element of a torus 
decomposition. 
If DI and D2 are separating ill 1 'I and A I is not parallel to .-b ir~ V,,, t.hen D I , .... Dn 
are parallel in 1',. Since Lemmfl, 11.1 tells us that none of the (li nre d-arcs, n'2 is 
of t.ype 3 and we can assume that T(:l) = Al U ..12 U A:J U ... lJ D/I where .-b is an 
non-peripheral incompressible annulus in "I!. Then from Lemma G.-1 we know that .-h 
is parallel to either A I or .-12, aI\d we arrh'e, at the same contradjction we had abow. 
If D, is separating and D'2 i~ non-sepaniting in 1'1, then then' ('xiist annuli A' and 
A" as above and we again have il contradic:tion. If DI and Do! are non-separating in 
1'" then D" .... Drl are mutuall!' parallel il~l 1'1' Again. we look to T(:l) and find that 
A:l will he parallel to either A, \>r ..1'2 and we haw again arrived at a contradidion. 
Therefore, Tn \', consists of' at most tw'o components. 0 
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Chapter 12 
The main theorem and some 
corollaries 
\Ve now st.ate the main theorem of the paper. \Ve follow this 1lp with some 
important corollaries. 
Theorem 12.1 Let M be a :i-manifold with toral boundary .~'/lch that M has a splitting 
of genus two and a non-trivial toral decomposition where all decomposing tori are 
sep(l1'(lting. Then, by decomposing J[ along all 8uch essential tori into simple or 
Seifert fibered components, then either 
1. M is obtained from J[I E D(2) and M'.!. E "1\ where the regular fibre of .Il l 
i8 glucd to I/. 'IIw7'idian loop of .II'.!.. Moreover. U JI'2, is not sill/pie. then JI'2, 
decomposes into two components J[~ E A (1) (lud M~ E Jh where the regular 
fibre of M~ i8 glued to a meridian loop of JIr and the other meridian loo]! is 
glued to the regular jibre of JII . 
2. "\I is obtained f7'01I/, JII E .. \( 1) and .11'2 E L J( where the regular jibrf' of .111 
i8 glued to the meridian loo]! of M'2' Moreover, if M'2 is not simple. then JI'2 
decOlH])():;e8 into t1lJO components JI~ E D(2) and J[~' E Jh where the rcgllim' 
fibre of JI~ is glued to (l m.eridian loop of J[~ and tlw other IIwridian loop of 
M~' i:; glw:d to the regular jibre of .111' 
3. JI is obtained f/'071/, MI E .-1(2) and JI'2 E Jh; lI:hcrc the rcgular jihre of .'1 1 is 
glued to Il meridian loop of M'2' 
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4. M is obtained from M, E "'10(n) (n = 0,1) and M'2 E Ah; where the regular 
fibre of AI, is gi-(wd tb the meridian loop of ~1I2' 
Proof. \Ve divide the proof into ~everal cases. Since all decomposing tori are separat-
ing, the first case is that M is divided into two simple or Seifert fibered components, 
M, and l1I2' by a single es~,ential torus. The second case is when there are two non-
isotopic ('ssential tori separating M into simple or Seifert fibered components, JII" 
111'2, and M;l. Finally, we show that there cannot be more than two non-isotopic 
essential tori and tllU~ no more than three simple or Seifert fibercd components. 
Case 1 . .II is decomposed into two components, llI, and Jh. Let T be the torus 
which separatrs .II into JIj and j\h Let (' ',. , 2; F) he the p;enu~ two ~plitt.ing of M. 
Since DM n F = 0, WI: will. a~Sllme, without loss of generalit~·, that \', is a genu~ two 
handlebody anel '2 is a compression body of type (2,1). \'ia isotopie~ of type A (see 
[17]), we may assume that all the components of Tn V, are disks anel that the number 
of components of Tn V, ar,e minimal among all tori isotopic to T in M such that all 
of the components of interspction of those tori with ", are disks. Let T'2 = Tn 1'2 .. -\s 
in [17], we have a hierc,lrchYI (TjO), ao), ... , (Tjm). am) of T'2 anel a sequence of isotopies 
of type .-\ which realiz~s this hierarchy. Let T(1) be the image of T after an isotopy of 
type A at no and T(k+') (k,2: 1) be the image of T after an isotopy of type A at nk. 
\\'e know from Lelpma 111..1 that Tn\', consists of at most two c:omponent~. \\'(' 
therefore have two sub-cases. 
Case 1.1. The intersection Tn", consists of a single disk D,. Since T ~eparates in 
M, D, s('parates in "~I. Tlms. D, separates", into two solid tori. Let A, = T(1) n", 
and ..1'2 = T(1) n \ 2. Then. by Lemma 6.3. A, spparates ", into it solid torus \ '/ and 
a genus two handlebody 'r Since T is separating in M. then A'2 is a separating, 
essential, non-spanniIlg, pl'operl~' embedded annulus in '2. Then. b~· Lemma 8.3. 
either ..1'2 separatps '2 into a solid torus and a compression body of type (2,1), or it 
separates \ 2 into a collar of a torus and a genus two handlcbod~'. \Ve treat these two 
cases separately. 
Case 1.1.1. The annul us A:! separates '2 into a solid (oms \ ~' and a compression 
body ,~'2 of type (2,1). By' attaching V,' and ,~' along m:' \ Ai (i = 1,2), we ha\'e 
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M\ E D(2). By attaching F\2 and Vl along 8Vi2 \ Ai (i = 1. 2), we have, from Lemma 
9.7, 11/2 E VI(. Then we have conclusion 1 of the theorem. 
Case 1.1.2. The annulus A2 separates V~ into a collar of a torus \;1 and a genus 
two handlebody II Again, by attaching "\\ and \;\ along CHlil \ Ai (i = 1,2), we 
have l\h E ..1(1). By attaching F? and \1;2 along CH,? \ Ai (i = 1,2), we have 1112 E Ll\ 
(see Lemma 9.2). Then we have conclusion 2 of the theorem. 
Case 1.2. The intersection T n VI consists of two disks, D\ and D2 . In this 
case T('l·) n V\ consists of t,,·o essential annuli {A\, A2 }, and T(2) n \ 2 consists of two 
essential annuli {A'\, .-1;}. 
From [21], we kno\\' that if 04\ and A2 are parallel, then the.v satisfy conclusion 1 
of Lemma 6.5. Thus, since T(2) is separating in JI, A\ U .-lz satisf~' conclusion 1 or 
conclusion 2 of Lemma 6,5. 
Next, we claim t.hat if .'1'\ and ..1/ are paralleL t.hen the~' satisf~' t.he conditions of 
conclusion 1 of Lemma 8.5. As in [21], we first demonstrate that A'\ is non-separating 
in \'2' If A'\ is separating in \ 2, then there arc annuli A' and A" in Dl2 such that 
A' n (A'\ u .-1;) = A\ n A'\ = DA' = DA'\, A" n (A~ u A~) = 8A", and A' n A" is a 
component of 8A'. Then A' c M\ and A" C J/2 . By the minimality of T, we may 
assume t.hat A' and A" arc essential annuli in their resppctiw components. HenC(~. 
by Lemmas 9A and 10.2, JI\ Hnd J/2 admit such Seifert fibrations that A' n .-1" is a 
regular fibre of both manifolds. Hence, JI admits a Seifert fibration. This contradicts 
t.hat M had a non-trivial torus decomposition. Thercf'ore . ..1'\ is non-separating in \ 2 
and, by Lemma 8.3, A'\ spparates \ 2 into a compression bod~' C' of type (2,1). Let AI' 
and .-1f' be the copies of A\' in DC'. Then, there is a complete disk/annular system 
{D\, D'2, A.d such that .-1\, n D\ is all essential arc of .-1\' and .-If n D'2 is an esspntial 
arc of A r Theil. since .-12' is also parallel to A f, A\' and .-1/ satisfy conclusion 1 of 
Lemma 8.5. 
By the abo\'{~ daim and Lemma 8.5, we know that .-1\' U .-1/ Illust satisfy one of t.he 
conclusions of Lemma 8.5. Howewr, just as above .. -1\' U .-1/ cannot sat.isfY condition 
3 of Lemma 8.5 since T('2) is separating in M. TherefoJ'(' . .-1\' U .-1/ satis(\' conclusion 
1 or conclusion :2 of Lemma 8.5. 
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.Just as in [21], if Al and .4z satisfy conclusion 2 of Lemma 6.5 and AI' and 04/ 
satisfy condition 2 of Lemma 8.5, then we have. after the identification induced by thc 
genus two splitting, T('2) being the disjoint union of two tori. I Since T(Z) is connectcd, 
this is a contradiction. 
We therefore have three sub-cases. 
Case 1.2.1. The annuli Al U ..12 satisfy conclusion 1 of Lemma 6.5, and AI' U.4/ 
satisfy conclusion 1 of Lemma 8.5. Then, Al uA2 separate VI into a solid torus FII and 
a genus two handlebody \?, and ..1'1 U A~ separate \2 into a lcollar of a torus \,;1 and 
a genus two handlebody \}. Then, A I U Az c OF/, A I U A2 C OFI2 . ..1'\ U A~ c D\;', 
and ..1'\ U A~ c D\t By attaching \ 'I' and \~' along D\i' \ (AI U ,--\.z), wc find that 
JI, E J1Io(n) (where n = 0.1). By attaching \'/ and \} along \? \ (AI U .. -\.z), \\'p 
find that 1Hz E Jh; by Lcmma 9.2. Thus we have conclusion 4 of the theorem. 
Case 1.2.2. The annuli Al U ,--lz satisfy conclusion 1 of Lemma 6.5, and ,-1t' and 
,-b' satisfy conclusion 2 of Lemma 8.5. Thcn A, U ..12 sepaqtte \'1 into a solid torus 
VII and a genus two handlebody \? and A'\ U A~ separate \ 2 into it solid torus \;', 
a collar of a torus \ ~2, and a genus two handlebocly \;3. .Then A I U Az c aF,I, 
..1\ U ..12 c OF/, ,-1'1 c 0\1;1, A~ c D\}, and ..1'\ U A~ C O\il. By attaching \'t', c}, 
and \~2 along OF,I \ (A, U ...12 ), we find that ,\11 E ..1(11,) (n := O. 1,2). By attaching 
\? and \ il along OFI~ \ (A, U .-12 ), \\.(' find that M~ E Jh. Thus \\'(~ ha\'(~ conclusion 
3 of the t heorclIl. 
Case 1.:3.:1. The annuli Al U..-12 satisfy conclW'iion 2 of Llcmrna 6.5. and A,' and 
.. h' satisfy conclusion 1 of Lemma 8.5. Then Al U Az separate \', into two solid 
tori \'\1 and \ '/ and a genus two handle body \ 'iI, and ,-1'\ U A~ separate \ 2 into it 
collar of a torus \;1 and a genus two handleLody \}. Thenl Al C OFII , ,-12 c D\ t 
A I U ..12 c o Vi' ' A', U A~ C D\I}, and A', U A~ c Dl;~. By attaching \ 'I', FI~' and \;' 
along (OFI' U iJ\?) \ (AI U ,-U, wc find that ,\/1 E ,-1(11,) (1/ := 0,1. 2). By attaching 
\ "1 I \ ''2 I \ "I \ I ) I I \1 TI I lane '2 a ong I (AI U ,-12 , \\'p fine t!at .11'2 E ; ". lIlS. wc again law 
conclusion 3 of the theorem. 
Case ;3. ,\1 is decomposcd into tlm'(' COllll)()!l('llts )\1,. '\11'2, alld J[I by the torus 
decomposition along two tori. Let T, and T'2 be tlw tori giving rise to this decompo-
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sition and let T = T[ U T2 . We will again assume that (V[, V2 ; F) is the genus two 
splitting of M, that 1'[ is a genus two handlebody, and that 12 is a compression body 
of type (2, 1). We Illay assume that the components of T n V[ are all disks obtained 
via isotopies of type A. Then, from [21] we know that Tn V[ consists of at most two 
components. Since Ii n F is non-empty by the essentiality of Ti , Tn FI is exactly two 
disks. Let T' = Tn \;. Then we have a hierarchy (T'(O), (0),' ... (T'(7TI), am) of T' and 
a sequence of isotopies of type A which realizes this hierarchy. Let T[ be the image 
of T after an isotopy of t.ype A at (/0, and T2 be the image of T[ after an isotopy of 
type A at (/[. Then T'2 n 'i will be a pair of essential annuli. Let ...1[, ...12 be the two 
annuli in ,.[ and A'[, A~ be! the two annuli in'~. From [21] w(! know that {A [, .-b} 
must satisfy one of the conclusions of Lemma 6.5. From the argument in case l.:2 
abo\'(~, we know that {A'[ . . -1~} must satisfy one of the conclusions of Lemma 8.5. 
Since !,(lch Ii is separating in .\1. cach Ai is separating in ,.[ and each .-1; IS 
separating in 12. Thus, {A I ,A2} satisfies conclusion 2 of Lemma 6.5 and {A'[,.-l~} 
satisfies conclusion 2 of Lemma 8.5. Therpfore, Al U .-h separate \"[ into two solid tori 
F/ anel \.?, and a genus two hanellebody "/ and ...1'1 U .-l~ separates \; into a solid 
torus ,;1, a collar of a torus ,;'2, anel a genus two hanellebod~' 1 ~l. Then A[ C D1'/, 
.·h c DF['2, A [ U .-12 c D1'[\ .-1'[ c Dl;[, A~ c DlI;2. anel .-1'[ U .-l~ c Dliil. By attaching 
"I[ and ,;1 alon!!; DFII \ ..1[, \\'P find that JII E D(2). B~' attaching ,./ and ,;'2 alon!!; 
DF['2 \ .-12 , we find that JI'2 E A(l). By attaching' 'il and' il along Dl '[:1 \ (A[ U .-l·J. 
we find that M:l E JIt,. This is the second half of conclusion 1 01' conclusion 2 of the 
theorem. 
Ca8C .'1. Finally, wc show that JI cannot be decomposed into l\1ore than 3 COl\1-
pOIlPnts. .-\ssumc that .\1 = J\l1 U JI2 U ... U Jh b~' a toms decomposition along 
the tori T[, T'2, .... Tk - I • Then. via isotopics of type A. \\,p ma~' assllme that Tn' '1 
consists !'ntir!'ly of disks. Since ('ach Ti is essential in M. T, !'sscntially intersects 
F. However. from [21], we know that Tn 1"[ consists of at Illost two components. 
Therefore. k - 1 ::; 2 and JI can \)(' decomposed into at most :3 ('omponents. 0 
This theorem has an immediate corollary which generalizes the r('sul ts of Schubert 
([30] and [31]) regarclinl!; the uniqueness of the core manifold in the toral decomposi-
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tion of a satellite knot in 8.1 to tunncl-l satellite knots in arbitrary 3-manifolds. 
Corollary 12.2 Let M be a tunnel-1 satellite knot exteri01' in an arbitrary 3-rnanifold. 
Then, in the toms decomposition oj lU, there is a unique component with a single 
toral boundaTY component. 
Proof. The proof of this corollary lies in recognizing that in each of the cases listed in 
the theorem. there is a unique component in the torus decomposition which possesses 
a single toral boundary componpnt. 0 
It is import.ant t.o note t.hat the secondary statements In conclusions 1 and 2 
are the same decomposition. Thes(~ decompositions yield information regarding the 
classifications of tunnel-l sat.ellite knots with either cyclic or reducible fillings. This, 
then, extends the work of l\'Iorimoto and Sakuma [26] and Eudave-?\I unoz [11] which 
classified the tllnnel-l satellite knots in 8:3• 
C01'OllaTJ] 12.3 Let M be (l tunnel-J satellite knot exterior in (l lens space. Then JI 
possesses lL torus decomp().~ition into either 
1. two components 11f1 and 11h. where 11f1 E D(2) and 11/'2 E J1h such that the 
TegulaT' fibre oj 11f1 is glued to II meridian oj l1h, 
::!. two f.'01TlI)(nwnts 1111 and 111'2 where :111 E .-t(1) and JI'2 is II 1-bridge knot e:J:te1'io(' 
in the ll'1/.8 .~pacl'. 8:3, or 
.'1. three components 1111 , "1'2, and J1h where JII E D(2) is II torlts knot c:clerior. 
M'2 E -'h, llnd 11/:\ E A(l) 8lU:h that the regular fibre oj ,111 is glued to one oj 
the meridians of M'2 (/,I/(l lhe regular fibre of JI:\ is !Ililcri to the othC1'. 
Proof. Let JI be the exterior of a tunnel-1 generalized satellite knot. Since JI is 
tunncl-1 and non-simple, it must I){' one of the 3-manifolds described in Theorem 
12.1. Sinc(~ JI is meant to he a knot exterior in a lens spac!'. it must han' a OC'hn 
filling to a lens space. We will cOllsider each of t he cases in Theon~1ll 12.1 s<,paratelr. 
Case 1. JI decomposes according to conclusion 1 of TheoreIII 1~.1. We firST 
consider the case where 11['2 is simple. Since JI! is attached to 111'2 along thp compOIH'nt 
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of j\I2 we knew had a solid tOJ;us filling, if there were a curve on the other boundary 
component that filled ilI2 to a solid torus, then Lemma 9.9 implies that M2 is an 
clement of ilh. In this case, we fill along this curve producing a solid torus whose 
meridian is glued to the regular fibre of ilIl thus producing a lens space. Note that 
the tunnel-l satellite knots in 5:3 fall into this category if we restrict JII to being a 
torus knot exterior and JI'2 to being a 2-bridge link exterior. 
If M'2 is not simple, then M2 further decomposes into '\I~, an clement of i\h, and 
M~/, an clement of ..1(1). If we fill ;the free component of .112 along the regular fibre of 
J11~/, we produce the connected sum of a lens space and a solid torus whose meridian 
is the other meridional component of M~ and is attached to the regular fibre of JI I . 
This produces the connected sum I of two lens spaces. The only way this could Iw a 
lens space is if one of the sllIpma.nds is 5:1• The first lens space summand created 
cannot, by constrnction, be 5:1. Thus. JII must have an Sa meridian and is therefore 
a torus knot exterior. If we fill M~ along a curve whose distance from the meridian is 
greater than one, we will have produced an clement of D(2), and none of the resulting 
tori will compress. If we fill at a distance one to the regular fibre, we produce a solid 
torus whose meridian is induced by the type of the exceptional fibre of ;,\[~' and th(' 
slope of the simple closed curw OIl which wp filled. Since this does compn~ss one of 
the tori. it has the potential tp cnmte a 3-manifold wit h cyclic fundaIllPntal group. 
Case;!. .\I decompos(>s (~ccording to condusion 2 of Tl'I'O["('Ill 12.1. \V(~ ()nl~' 
consider t.he case where JI2 i~ simple sinc(' the non-simple case was handled ab(m~. 
If we fill JII along the ["(·gular fibre. we produce a lens space summand and a solid 
torus whost' meridian is attached to the meridian of JI'2 producing the connected Slllll 
of two [Pns spaces. This will \)(' :a lens spac(, only if t he meridian of J 12 is CUI 5:1 
meridian. This means that M2 is the exterior of a I-bridge knot in the lens spaC(' 
53 where hridge nlllllber is taken from a tond decomposition of 5:1 rather than a 
spherical d{'colI1 posi lioIl. If W(I fill at a distance great ('r t haIl OIle to t lw reglliar fi1>n~ 
of JI1, we get all !'1!'llteIlt of D(?.) and the reslllting manifold will remain Hak!'l!. 
Filling JI at a distance one to the ["('glliar fibn~ of JI I prodllc(~s it solid torus \rhos!' 
meridian is dependent on the typo of the exceptional fibre of MI and the slopp of the 
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simple dosed curve on which we filled JI. This com presses the essential torus and 
will produce a lens space if it is the 53 meridian of M2 • 
Case 8. M decomposes according to conclusion 3 of Theorem 12.1'. If we fill MI 
along the regular fibre, we will produce a lens space connect sum an element of D(2). 
Since the boundary of the element of D(2) will have an incompressible boundary, 
the resulting closed 3-manifold will be I-Iaken. If we fill MI at a distance greater 
than one to the meridian, we will produce an element of D(3) which also has an 
incompressible boundary and will have constructed a closed Haken 3-manifold. If we 
fill MI at a distance one to the regular fibre, we produce an element of D(2). The 
resulting manifold will rc~main I-Iaken. 
Case 4. JI decomposrs according to conclusion 4 of Theorem 12.1'. If we fill ,\11 
along the regular fibre, we will ha\'e produced the cOBnectpd SUIll of a lc~ns space with 
an element of Mo(n) (n = 0.1) whose boundary is incompn'ssible. TI,is means that 
the resulting 3-manifold will remain I-Iaken. If we fill MI at a distance greater than 
one to the regular fibre, we will produce an element of JICj(n) (71 = 11,2), and the 
resulting 3-manifold will remain Haken. If we fill .iII[ at a distance one :to the regular 
fibre, we will produce an element of Mo(n) (n = 0,1) which has an iillcompressible 
boundary. Thus, the resulting manifold will remain I-Iaken. 0 
In 1ag,l, :\1. Euda\'(~-?\llllioz [11] ga\'(' sOllle characteristics of the non-simple :3-
manifolds which arise b~' adding 2-handlrs to simple 3-manifolds. \ Yhile a difference 
betwren the uses of the term simple betw('en this work and that Ilsed by Eudaw-
~IllIloz in [11] exists, we can reco\'er his main r('sult for tunll.el-1 gPIll'l'<ltlized satellite 
knots in the following Iplllllla. 
\ Ve consider two tunnels TI and T'2 to be tunnci-cqlliv(llp.nt if them are a contin-
HOUS series of homeomorphisms taking (.iII. Td to (JI, T'2) wl,ere at each stage. if the 
boundary of T' is two points. the~' are in DM, and if the boundary of TI' is one point. 
then T' has a non-manifold point. The tunnels in Figure 12.1 are tHnnel-equi\'alcnt 
and ('xhibit slidin~ thc tunJlcl across itself to a tllnn('l with a single boundary point. 
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aM 
Figure 12.1: Two equivalent tunnels 
Corollary 12.;' Let M be the e:l:tcri07' of a t1lnncl-l genemlizcd satellite knot with 
tunnel T and toml decomposition T. Thcn T is tunnel-equivalent to (I tunnel I' such 
that TnT' is at most two points. 
Proof. Let \'[ and \ 2 be the gerllls two handlebody and cOInprcssionhody of type 
(2,1) and F the genus two splitting surface in the splitting: of JI. liet T' be the 
collection of decomposing tori with minimal intersections witll F such that the com-
ponents of T' n \'i (i = 1,2) are all incompressible annuli. Frorn the proof of Theorem 
12.1 it follows that T' n \ 2 is at most two components. We begin by letting T be the 
co-core of the 2-handle added to create \ 2. RemoYing an open regular r~eighborhood 
of T from 1\1 results in a genus two handlehody. If T' n \2 is a, single annulus. then it 
must be listed in 8.3. In anyone of these cases. the tunnels Shq\\,Il in Figure 12.2 mcet 
these HIlIluli. and hence T'. at IllOSt twice. If T' n \ 2 is two illlnllii. then the.\' Illllst 
conform to one of the pairs enumerated ill LeIIlma S.5. III aJl~' ()Il(~ of these cases, the 
tunnels shown in Figme 12.3 meet these aIlIlllli, and hence 1". twice. Since T' n \ 2 
cannot consist of more than two components. this proW's the corollal'~·.', 0 
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Chapter 13 
QuestioflS 'and remarks 
There is dearly work remaining to be done. The mrlin theorem stands on its 
own and the coroll(~ries Ito it provide generalizations of important work by others. 
;\Jotably, the corollaries I~rovide a generalization of Schubert's {[30] and [31]) nesting 
of companioll tori in satellite knots in S:l to nesting tori in tunnel-1 generalized 
satellite knots in Corollary 12.2. In addition, the work of l\Iorimoto and Sakuma [26] 
and Eudave-l'vIllIioz [11] which classified the tunnel-1 sateljite with S:l meridians was 
generalized to the tqnnel~1 generalized satellite knots with cydic fillings in Corollary 
12.3. Finally, the \,;;ork lof Eudave-:\Iuiioz [11] is recovered fbI' the special case of 
tUllnel-1 generalized sateHite knots in Corollary 12.4. 
The following prqblems all arose during the course of this investigation and remain 
open. After ('ach is a discussion of the issut's known and the potential of each. 
Problem 1 Find a cl)Illplete list of' the tllnnel-1 generalized s(~tellite knots with l'('-
d ucible Dehn fillingf\ andi classify t he slopes of the filling CI\l'\'PS. 
It is left to show that if an element of 1 '/\' is not SPifprt fi hewd. there are no rc-
ducible fillings. This resll:1t would also demonstrate the geIl('rali'Zcd cabling conjectl\l'c 
for tunnel-1 generali;.-:ed satellite knots. 
Problem 2 Find a cqmplhtc list of the tUllnel-1 p;encralized satdlite knots with finite 
fillings and dassif\ the slopes of the filling CI\l'\·ps. 
The fillings yielding l~~ns spacps are eIllllllPrared in Corollary 12.3. What l'('lllaillS 
here is to ellllnle\'ate those tunncl-1 generalized satellite knots I which han' fillings t () 
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the other known Seifert fibered 3-manifolds with finite £'"undamental groups: the prism 
manifolds and the special Seifert fibre spa(~es over 52 ,'!lith three exceptional fibres. 
Problem .'J Find a complete list of the tunn.el-l generalized satellite knots with Seifert 
fibered fillings and classify the slopes of the filling curves. 
Problem 4 Enumerate the slopes yielding l~ns spaces for tunnel-l generalized satellite 
knots and. based on a parameterization of those slopes, indicate the lens spaces which 
arise. 
This problem is a refinement of Corollary 12.3. Rather than just list the strllctnrc 
of those tunncl-1 generalized satellite knots which haV(~ c.';clic fillings, enumerate the 
slopes anJ determine which lens spaces arise. 
Problem 5 Eliminate the duplications in the list oftunnel-1 generalized satellite knots 
in Theorem 12.1. 
In the constructions indicated in the proof of Theorem 12.1, most of the COIll-
ponents haye well-defined constructions. but a certain arbitrariness regarding the 
parameters of the resulting space. In particular, the trefoil knot exterior is simulta-
neously an ('lemcnt of D(2), !1h;, and [[\" In fact. the set JIt.: is a subset of the S('f 
Lf(' 
Problem G Dendop a proof that link complemcllts withltwo meridional generators are 
two bridge that docs not depend on the orbifold theorem. 
This generalizes Lemma g.g to 2-genen~tor links. 
Problem 7 Show that, for 2-generator lin~ exteriors. the rank of the fundaIll('ntal 
group is identical to the minimal splitting genus. :'\ote that this is false for closed 
:3-mClnifolds [7]. 
This is the question of how faithfull~' the algebra associated with a 3-manifold 
is reflected in the geometry, In the case of tunnel-1 g(meraliz('d satrJlite knot.s. this 
amounts to showing that the list of 2-g('ner~ltor generalized satellite knots is the S(lIJl(~ 
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as the list given in Theorem 12.1. The recent work of Bleiler and .Jones ([5J and [4]) 
gives work towards this result. 
Problem 8 Classify the genus two splittings of tunnel-1 generalized satcllitc knots up 
to isotopy. 
There are numcrous examples in thc literature of closed 3-manifolds which hm'c 
several non-isomorphic Heegaard splittings (for example, see [6]). 
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